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Few majors fine,

say surrounding
drama programs
by RobertaForsell
S.U. willbe theonly private school in the statenot to offer
adramamajor ifthe administration'sterminationproposalis

adopted.

All 10 independent colleges in Washington now offer
undergraduatetheaterdegrees, whethertheybe part of interdisciplinary programsor full majors.
Last month, the administration proposed that the
bachelor of arts degree with a major in drama be discontinuedafter the1982-83 academic year. It submittedits proposal to the academiccouncil, which instead recommended
that the programbe placedon probationfor two years. The
finaldecisionwillbemadebyJune10.
In a recentSeattleTimes article(May23), university President William Sullivan, S.J., stressed that the proposed terminationwouldnot meanthe endofthe dramaprogramand
advocated thatproductionsbecontinuedonaclublevel.
Though some werenot surprised by the proposal, drama
professors from area colleges were not at all pleased after
learningaboutthe possibleterminations.
"I was reallysorry to read that(degreetermination) wasa
possibility,"saidDr.BillParker, director oftheater atPacific LutheranUniversity. "I have seena couple
" of your plays
andIthought theprogramwasdoingwell.
James Chapman, associateprofessor and coordinatorof
the dramaticartsat SeattlePacific University, said theproposalis "unfortunate butnot unusual.
"Whenpeoplestartlookingaround for areasin which they
can save some money, Iassume that the arts are very frequentlytheonesthatgofirst," he said.
At PLU, a dramadegreeis offered through the communication/arts department, supporting about 20 majors and
maintainingthreefull-time facultymembers.
The administrationthere has recently committeditself to
raisingmoneyfor anew performingarts center andis adding
anew faculty memberin the fall.
"I've neverreally had to go on theline to justify our existence here," said Parker. "The administration has always
been verysupportive
" and always recognizedthe value to the
greateruniversity.
SPUhas 25 to 30 drama majors, housedunder the school
offineandperformingarts.It hasone part-timeandtwo fulltime faculty members and graduates three to five students
eachyear.
Chapman saidthat his department is "paying for itself
thanks to the large number of general education classes
taught tonon-majors.
"Our secret is that we are tied to the core," saidChapman,
adding that thoughit isoften irritatingto spend half histime
withnon-majors,it is well worthsalvagingthe smallerupper
divisioncourses.
Both Chapman andParker believethat a dramamajor is
necessary to maintain a quality program. They doubt
whetherhigh-caliber students andfaculty wouldbeattracted
toauniversitywithoutamajor.
Gary Peterson,professor andchairmanofthe department
ofcommunicationand theaterarts at theUniversity ofPuget
Sound,agreedandaddedthatstagingproductions ona club
basiswouldmost likely result insecond-rateshows.
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ROTC cadets defend role of
military on 'Christian campus'
Here

by Kerry Godes
it comes, tramping

through the mall, this big, dark,

green thing; its feet hitting the

pavement with a thump, thump,
thump, thump- It's getting closer,

branches and leaves sprouting
from the top of its head, its
crackly, green face clearly
distinguishablenow.
What is it? It is an ROTC student, dressed in full camouflage
uniform and ready for drill practice, whetherit be squad or tactical

maneuvers.

How does an S.U.student react
to the sight? Does one run and
hide, scream insults, orjust starein
silent awe? Chances are, he or she
may stop toponderthe philosophicalrealitiesand moralimplications
ofROTC's presence onaChristian
campus.
Thenagain,heorshemaynot.
"I don't know what this whole
Christian controversy is about,"
said Chris Roehl, a senior ROTC
student. "I don't personally go to
church every Sunday; I'm not an
avid church-goer, but that doesn't

(continued on page seven)

meanIdon'thavemy ownpersonal
valuesandChristianvalues."
Roehl joined ROTC two years
ago,asameans of gettingpractical
business experience before going
on to a large corporation,andbecause shesaw the militaryas aplace
whereshe could applyher foreign
languageskills. Roehlhasa double
major in foreign languages
(German)andbusiness administration.
"Justbecause we'reapart ofthe
it's ourdefense
military system
systems wesupport, wedefend our
country, and that's what we stand
for," she said."We don't stand for
going out and killing somebody
and thatseems tobe the wholecon-

...

troversy."

Roehl said she was attracted to
S.U. by theGermanin Austriaprogram, and only became familiar
with ROTC through friends that
wereintheprogram.
When she first came to S.U., she
said, she was "as anti-military as
anybody, but Ijust didn't know
enough about it." Roehl said she
saw her friends in ROTC getting

"goodleadershipandmanagement
training in their classes," and felt
thatkindof training was lackingin
her otherclasses.
"You know, in (ROTC) workshops, we are required to give instructions andin any class situation
at S.U. you dont really have the
ability todo that.Even inmy business classes, I'veonlyhad one class
where I
had to give an oralpresentation.Ithink that's what is really
lacking in the structure of S.U.s
classes."
Roehl saidshe has been able to
apply the skills acquired through
ROTC, such as leadershiptraining
and leading classes, to other parts
of her life as well. During workshops, she said, all cadets are
required to lead classes. "It varies,
you can do first aid, military skills,
tactics, or actual hands-on things
like assembling weapons, which is
totally new to me. You know, here
Iam assemblinganddisassembling
a rifleandI've neverevenheld one
before!"
Rather than contradicting each
other, Roehl said she feels ROTC
(continued on page ten)

Incumbent protests ASSU election proceedings
by Tim Ellis

ASSU Senator

Ted Scoville, claiming

"negligent violations" of the university's

election code, filed a letter with the ASSU
last week protesting the May 12 elections, in
which the incumbent senator lost by six
votes.

Scoville's action hastened ASSU President Eric Johnson in appointing a judicial
board to hear Scoville's allegations.If the
board rules in Scoville's favor, elections
couldbeheldnext fall, Johnsonsaid.
"Iwant it to be knownthat this electionis
invalid,"Scovillesaid.Newelectionsshould
be scheduled, he added, "so that reputable
elections can beheld
instead of a closed
election."
Scovillecited several election code violations in a letterto First Vice President Tony
Wise, who was electioncoordinator. Among
thoseallegedviolations were:
* Votingsites werenot open from9 a.m.
to / p.m., as stated in a May 12 story in The
Spectator, but instead were open,Scoville
says,from11a.m.to6p.m.

...

TedScoville

Only two voting sites were provided,
instead of three as requiredby the election
code.
Those votingsites didnothave two persons present at all times, as requiredby the
electioncodeguidelines.

"

" Publicity for the elections, bothin the

posters announcingaprimaryelectionand at

the votingsites, waspoorandinaccuratebecause no mention of the cancelled primary
wasmade.
Wise andJohnson concede that the election code violations cited by Scoville "are
goodpoints," but theybelieve his protest is
based more on "sour grapes" thanreasonablecause.
"Everybody had the same opportunity,"
Wise said, adding "Idon't think he's got a
chance of winning (the chance for another
election)." Although Wise concedes there
were violations, he said that totaladherence
to the legalcode is nearly impossible. "Elections have never been run that way in the
past,"Wise said."Wedon'thave thetime or
themoney."

Johnsonaddedthat only two voting sites
have been providedfor spring elections for
thelast three years.
Scovilleagreed that thereis no specific requirement for the election coordinator to
providepublicity forthe electionas far as he
knew, butbecausehe didprovideit,Scoville
said,it shouldatleasthavebeenaccurate.
"They left up inaccurate information on
the posters," Scoville said, "not informing
''
peoplethatthere wasonly one election.
Wise added that if the judicial board did
rulein favor of Scoville,organizing another
election during fall quarter "would be a
nightmare." Scoville's allegation about
poorpublicity, Wise said,maybetrue,but is
notthe concern oftheelectioncoordinator.
"Whoseresponsibilityisit topublicize the
election," Wise asked, ''
"theelection coordinatoror thecandidates?
According to Johnson, publicity in the
election did notplay an importantrolein the
election,noting that most of the candidates
conducted their election by word-of-mouth.

.. (continued on

page nine)
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Engineering degree requirements to be modified
by JamesBush
Degreerequirements for threeengineering

courses willbe modified, with theadditionot
a core computer course as onemajor change,
accordingto Terry vanderWerff,deanof the
school of science and engineering.
The basic Fortran course willbe added to

the engineeringcurriculum in response to a
suggestion fromthe Accreditation Board for
Engineeringand Technology (ABET), which
is currently evaluating the engineeringcurriculum in the three programs (civil, electrical
and mechanical engineering). However, van
der Werff stressed, "We have not lost our
accreditation,and we are not inaccreditation

trouble."

Terry van derWerff
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Rumors of accreditation problems in the
school have spread among engineering
students, van derWerff said,andseveralhave
already approachedhim, worriedabouttheir
future here. Actually, he pointed out, the
ABET decisionwillnot be madeuntillatethis
summer, and van der Werff is confident that
allthreeprograms willbe accredited. "We are
simply in our normal accreditation procedure," he said.
Changes in the three programs depend on
each department'spresent requirements,van
der Werff said. "Each department is approaching the changes in adifferent way."
The mechanical engineeringprogram will
be the least affected, he said, because most
changes will be made within the existing
courses, merely modifying how they are
taught. More instruction in engineering design willbe stressed in these courses, van der
Werff said, although only minor changes in
the course description willbe necessary.
Degree requirements in civil engineering
will be changed, he said, but will mostly involve substituting existingcourses.

The most sweepingchanges willbemadein
electrical engineering,van der Werff said, in
an effort to "recognize that the practice of
electrical engineering is different from five
years ago." The "microprocessor revolution," which allows complexcircuitry on a
miniature scale, has revolutionized the job
of the working electricalengineer, and it is
important that the curriculum reflect this,
vanderWerffsaid.
"The end result of (the changes) is a cur—
riculum in all three areas that is up to date
things
that apracrepresentinga spectrum of
ticing engineer will run into and therefore
needs to know," he said. "By and large we
cater to thosestudents whogoout and work
(rather than attend graduate school) after
graduation."
When van der Werff first arrivedat S.U.
lastyear,herealizedthatcurriculum changes
wouldbenecessary,butbecause of the rapid
enrollment gains in all the engineering programs,the departmentslacked the time toact
on it until now. Engineeringenrollment has
tripled in the last four years, van der Werff
said,and the75 engineersin this year'srecord
graduationclass (up from ten in 1977) represent this trend.
During the university's financial crisis of
the mid-seventies, he continued, cuts had to
be made in the civil engineering program
whichput it belowaccreditation standards,so
this ABET decision attempt will, he hopes,
put all of the engineeringprograms on accredited status. Both electricalarid mechanical engineeringare currently accredited programs.
The changes will be presented to the
academiccouncil next week, and if accepted,
van der Werff hopes to have them implemented in timefor next fall.

SPU president to speak at commencement
by Joe Finn

Despite the wishof GregLucey, S.J., vice
president for university relations and planning, that this year's commencement ceremonynotbe"dominated"by a white AngloSaxon male, the commencement speaker
will be such a person.
David McKenna, out-going president of
Seattle Pacific University, will address the
graduates.Thetitleofhisspeechwillbe, "He
Took aTowel," said his executive assistant,
CeceliaTindall.She declinedto giveany further information.
McKenna willalso be given an honorary
degree "forhiscontribution to highereducation in the Northwest," Lucey said. "He's
been a real leader in that area."
Approximately980 degrees willbeawarded atthe ceremony, someto the firststudents
in theUnitedStatesto earn graduatedegrees
in computer softwareengineering.
Thecandidates were judgedmoreon how
theypresented theirtopics thanby the topics
themselves, Johnson said.
The selection committee consisted of
Johnson, GailNank, faculty senatemember
and assistant professor of nursing; Joan
Harte, 0.P., director of campus ministry;
Tom Hoffer, ASSU senator; and Rees
Hughes, director of student activities. S.U.
President William Sullivan, S.J., willmake
the final decision.
McKenna is anordained elder in the Free
MethodistChurchof North America. HebecamepresidentofSPU in1968, andon July 1
ofthis year he willassumethe presidencyof
Asbury TheologicalSeminary in Kentucky.

Corrections
In last week's photo feature on the Maydaze celebration, the cutline on the picture
whichincluded EileenBrown and Christina
Gilmore was misleading. Gilmore was not at
the celebration representing the Women's
Center.
A notice fromthe Registrar on last week's
lookingahead page read, "Once a total of
nine quarter credits (all college work combined) is completed, no more credits will be
accepted from a two-year community
college."It should have read, "Once a total
of 90 quarter credits

"

KarlBahm,apoliticalscience andGerman
major, was thestudent speaker committee's
top choice to addresshis classmatesat commencement. The committee's first and second alternates respectivelywere Sue Coggeshall,a nursingmajor,andJimKeller, whois
workingtowardatriplemajorinpsychology,
philosophy, and biology.
Eric Johnson, ASSUpresident, said committee members narrowed down the three
from aninitial 30 people whoshowedinterest. Eight semi-finalists presented their
speeches to a five-member committee in a
series of interviews.
Thefinal threewereselectedonthebasisof
their participationin S.U.activities and on
their ability to clearly communicate their
speech topics.
Committee membersJohnson, TomHoffer, studentsenator,GailNank, faculty senator, Sr. JoanHarte, 0.P., commencement
committee member, andRees Hughes, studentlifedireclor,judged candidatesmoreon
how they presentedtheir topics than by the
topics themselves, Johnson said.
William Sullivan, S.J., university president, will make the final decision.
Besides McKenna, William Hutchinson

and Emily Taylor, both from Seattle, will
also receive honorary degrees.
Hutchinsonisthefounder andheadof the
FredHutchinson cancer research clinic and
Taylor is former director of the American
Council onEducation'sOfficeof Women in
Higher Education.
During the ceremony, the first James B.
McGoldrick, S.J., Faculty Fellowship
Award will be given to Rosaleen Trainor,

.

C.S.J ,professorof philosophyanddirector

of the honorsprogram. The awardis to be
givenannually for outstanding service as a
teacher.
S.U.s 63rdannual commencement exercises willbeheldJune6at3p.m in theSeattle
Center Arena.
Other commencement events include:
The graduatebreakfast, to beheldJune
2fromB:3oto 10a.m. in the Campiondining
room.
The BaccalaureateMass, which will be
held at 3 p.m.June5 at St.James Cathedral.
Seattle Archbishop Raymond Hunthausen
will be the principal presider, and Sullivan
willdelivertheBaccalaureateaddress.
The graduatereception will be June 5
from4:30 to 6:30 p.m. in Campion Tower.

.

"
"
"

DavidMcKenna

Insulated windows to be installed in dorms
by CarolRyan

Dorm residentsshould find the temperature in their rooms much more comfortable
next year after new insulated windowshave
been installed and radiators have been
cleanedduring thesummer.
Using $210,000 from a loan that the university received from the U.S. Department
of Housing and Urban Development for
energy conservation measures, the
university has hired a local firm, All City
Glass, to install the windows, explained
William Hayes, S.J., vice president of
administration.
The project, scheduled for a July 31
completion, is primarily designedto reduce
the draft from windows during the winter
months, said Hayes. New windows will be
placedin the library, Connolly Center, and
CampionandBellarmine.
Hayes noted the savings willbe passed on
to students in the long run because of the
overall reduction in heating costs. "The

windows will pay for themselves within six
yearsor less," saidHayes.
Kip Toner, S.U. business manager,
described the windows as two panes with a
five-eighthsinch spacebetween them. "The
insulation comes from within," said Toner,
and explainedthe deadair spacebetweenthe
panescreatestheinsulatingeffect.
Hayes said rooms shouldbe warmeronce
the draft from the bare windows is
eliminatedand theradiators flow more efficiently. Students working in the summer job
program willclean out the dirt and clogs in
theradiator system,he said.
"Next year because of the windows, and
because of the radiators, there should be
ample heat in the dorms," he said.But "we
cannever satisfy the cold-bloodedpeople,"
he concluded, advising those who like
warmer roomstoput onan extrasweater
Hayes speculated that the heating problem during winter quarter in Campion had
several causes. The old radiator system

.

needed cleaning, the new computer microprocessor was malfunctioningdue to human
error, and residents vary in what they
considera comfortable room temperature to
be,he said.
The micro-processor problem has been
corrected and, with the work this summer,
temperatures should be consistent, he
added.
Toner explainedthe procedure of replacing the old windows, assuring summer students that the process will only take five
minutes once the company installing the
glasshas established a technique.
The only thing lost willbe the oldwindow
panes, said Toner. The frames will be
retained and the new windows will simply
slideintothem, reducingadditionalexpense.
Toner noted that All City Glass was nol
only the lowest bidder, but administrators
decided they had the best quality product
andthe bestservice as well. "We're not just
concerned with thelowestcost," saidToner,
"
"buttheoverallquality oftheproject.
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Dream come true: Women's center opens No decision yet
on faculty club

by Robin Fleming

A decision on the proposal to create a
combined faculty club/Italian club lounge
on the 12th floor of CampionTower has not

An S.U. Women's Centeris
— no longer a
good idea being toyed with it is now a
dreamcome true for organizationco-founder Christina Gilmoreand a handfulof other

yetbeenmade.
AccordingtoGary Zimmerman, executive

vice president,nothing has happenedin the
lastseveral weeksandtheproposalis stillbeing discussed by members of the university
relationsofficeand thepresident'soffice.

Theprogressmadeby the centerinrecent
months willbecelebratedwith anopenhouse
May 27. The organizationnow has a comfortable office in the basement of the McGoldrick Center as wellas more administrative support, Gilmoresaid.
At the open house women involved in
startingthe organization,includingGilmore
andDonna Vaudrin, dean for students, will
explainthegoals andvaluesof the Women's
Center. Literature will also be available on
some ofthe topics the club willaddress,such
as rape awareness and prevention, health
care and female integrationin society. But
"mostofallit's an open house to state that
we're here, and looking for men's and women's input," Gilmore said.

Recentlythegroup'sfoundersworkedona
statementofgoals forthecenter. Vaudrinled
aseries of workshops toaidthedevelopment
of the group'sgoals andobjectives,andsaid
shethinks thegoalswillenhance female participationin the center. "The fact that we
have these goals will enable them(the Women's Center) to get started much more
quickly next year," she said.
Thefour goals are to assist the womenof
the S.U. community in personal, professionalandsocialdevelopment;to providethe
S.U. community withinformationand educationalresources pertainingto women'sissues; to facilitate development of support
groupsandresource networkswhichrespond
to a broad range of individual needs of
womenin the S.U. community; and to promote social change.

Frank Palladino,directorof development

for S.U., first proposedtheestablishment of
the clubearlyinFebruary to the faculty senate.

graphic by mary fernandez

Gilmorefeels anotherplus for the group's
success is the fact that "our advisory team
includes staff, administrators, undergraduates and graduates," as well as increased
faculty input.
Gilmorestressed thatthe Women'sCenter
is in no way, shape or form an activist
organization,but one which will try to support, educate and enhance women's lives
through support networks,referral services,
meetings and speakers. "Few women have
the timeand desire to becomeinvolved with
themselvesbecausetheylookat women'sorganizationsas activistand radical, whichall
have negative connotations," she said,
stressing thatthecenter will"followtheideology of the school. We work within this

administration."

Gilmore encourages younger women,
especially freshmen, to becomeinvolved in
the Women'sCenter because shefeelsyounger women come to collegewith traditional
values, which, at one timeor another, are
questioned.GilmorefeelstheWomen's Center willbebeneficialto womenwhoare going
through changing developmentalprocesses
during their collegeyears.
"We don't want women to feel alone in
their growing process of sexual, developmentaland perspective changes," said Gilmore. "We're looking for their input, and
hopefullythey willsee this asaroom of their
own, and a placethey cancometo find support."

TheSeattleItalian Club expressedinterest
in leasing the 12th floor, remodeling and
usingthespace forits monthlymeetings. The
club would also provide faculty members
withaplacetomeetanddine,Palladinosaid.
The club has not discussed or expressed
interest in using either the fourth or fifth
floors of Campion whichKen Nielsen, vice
president for student life,announced would
be open to off-campus renters, Palladino
added.
"They don't even know about that," he
said.
Judy Sharpe,director of resident student
services, does not anticipate the lounge
changing from its current status of being a
student study area.
'' "I'm still counting onit
staying the same, shesaid.
Because the residence halls are self-supporting,Nielsen explained,inlightofdeclining dorm enrollment other uses for dorm
space must be found. By finding renters
from off campus, he said, the amount of
revenuelost by vacant floors would not have
to be passedonto S.U. students.
Nielsen said that the university "always
has a lot of deals going"inorder to best use
its facilities, but "the"longer this decision
goes, thelesslikelyit is, to take place.

Activities director settled in at job he 'created'
by

James Bush

Theposition of student activitiesdirector
represented a special challenge to Rees
—
Hughes whenhecameherethreeyearsago
thechance to createhisownjob.

"It was the creation of a commitment on
the part ofthe university
and theASSU ona
—
fifty-fiftybasis to fund the positionfor a
period of up to three years," said Hughes,
who last week received a "Super Merit

Award"for administrativeexcellence.
"When Icame here Ihad the option to
create thekind of job that Iwanted to and
Donna(Vaudrin,deanforstudents) andKen
(Nielsen,vicepresidentfor studentlife) gave
me that flexibility, a totally-openedended
situation."
The student activities director position
had been droppedby the universitybecause
of financial problems in the mid-seventies,
Hughes noted.The post is now a permanent
part of the student life department and is
solely funded by theuniversity.
"I'dsay that one ofthe thingsIfeelstrongly aboutisthe philosophythatIbringto student life," Hughes said."I'vereally comeso I
spout the Jesuit line, inthatI'ma truebelieverinholisticeducation,that wereallyhaveto
beattuned to thewholeperson."
Hughes came to S.U.from the University

of Kansas, where he worked as a graduate
assistant in thestudent life office and a residence hall director while completing two
master's degrees, in counseling and educationaladministration.
"To be honest, Icame out here for the
mountains "and the ocean
and all that
green stuff, Hughessaid,pausingquicklyto
point out that he was referring to trees, and
notmoney ormarijuana.
Last summer, fulfilling a longtime wish,
Hughes tooka month'sleave ofabsenceand
hiked thePacificCrest Trail, whichstretches
from the Oregon-Washington border to
Canada, with two friends. "It was 400
wonderful miles," he said, especially for a
native of Parsons, Kansas, in the "heart of
theflatlands.
"I think that it really reinforced why I
came outhere," hesaid.
Hughes looks at his relationship with the
ASSU as a model for his dealings with the
other student organizations that he supervises: "We have only a dotted-linerelationship.
"1am their adviser, but they are their own
bosses, and they need to be responsible for
whatever kinds of messes they get themselves into,but they alsoneedcreditfor their
successes too.
"In order forthem to feel that way,Ineed
to play a purely advisory role," he said. "I
wouldsay that we've done our best to create

...

Rees Hughes
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anatmosphere where they are givenresponsibility, andtheuniversity hasnot renegedon

thatpromise."
Hughes says that he wouldburn out if he
had todohalf the workinvolvedinsuch studentfunctions as the ASSU andorientation,
— I
"and it would be counter-productive
don't want to take responsibility for their
event andI
don't wantto interfere."
The difficulty in using this attitude is
obvious, he said. Things don't always work
out quitethe waystudents plan them.Sometimes things fail, and sometimes peopledon't
plan well, Hughes explained."My job is to
helpthemavoid that."
Hughes doesn't see the job as strictly an
administrative position, and he admits to
mixed feelings about the "Super Merit
Award," becausehe sees effectiveness as a
difficult to evaluate and subjective distinction.
"I'm a frontline person,a lot of my job is
being available, just being there to talk to
people,"he said."Somedays I'llcome in and
it looks like Ihave a pretty clear calendar,
and yet it turns out to be my most chaotic
day."

Hughes ispresentlyworkingon hisdoctorate in higher education at the University of

Washington, buthas no definiteplans after
graduation.
"I would enjoy teaching or moving to
some position that has a different kind of
responsibility," Hughes said, although he
wouldalsoconsider work outsidethe educationfield.
He planstocombine one ofhisgreat loves,
travel, withhis education, by workingon his
doctoraldissertationabroad, preferablyina
developingcountry.
During his time at S.U.,Hughes feels that
the student body has become increasingly
conservative, something that he feels is a
product of the times. "I think wecan see it
here with therise of thebusiness schooland
thedeclineoftheliberalarts,"he said.
His job, however, is not to motivate the
student body, but merely to make sure that
their needs are being met, he added. "We
need to make an environment where people
felcomfortable,andfeelthat theyare getting
what they expected to get out of the
university."
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Reasonsfordrama
While Pacific LutheranUniversity is raising money for a new performingarts centerandthe dramamajor atSeattlePacificUniversity is
payingfor itself, S.U. seemson the vergeof becoming theonly private
schoolin thestate withoutadramamajor.
Thereasons whichtheadministrationhasgiven for proposing toterminate the drama major are specious, at best. They are riddled with
presuppositions and value judgments, some of which run contrary to
whatthe universityhopesto achieve.
An explanationoftenheard isthat wehaven't theresources tooffer a
professionally based drama degree. Who says that an undergraduate
major in drama should be geared toward producing professional
actors? EvenWestern Washington University withits ample resources
andits 110dramamajors claimsaboveall tobe apre-professionalliberalarts-based degree,aiming to preparestudentsfor graduate work.
And what's wrong with awarding that pre-professional degree to
only a few studentseach year? Other colleges in the area graduate an
equally smallnumber of drama majors; yet they haven't threatened to
perishtheir programs.
In fact, the smallnumbers are conducive to adrama education.Can
youimaginean advancedacting class with50studentsinit?
Against thecounter-argumentthat such adrama degreewouldbe
great,had wethe money tofund it,stands theexample ofSeattle PacificUniversity. Thecosts ofthesmallupper division coursesrequired for
its drama degree are offset bymoney generated from large non-major
dramaclasses which satisfy corerequirements.
Why aren't fine artsclasses corerequirements at S.U.? Why could
theynotbeinthe future, tohelp fundthedrama major?
One wonderswhyacademic cutsare neededinthefirst place,inlight
ofthe$1.4million surplusexpectedthisyear. Andisit possible to put a
price tag onaliberalarts program?

Another major reason why the administration is comfortable
enough tosuggest droppingthe dramamajor isbecauseit seesa drama
club as anadequatesubstitute.
To continue the caliber of drama productions made possible by
offering a major, the university wouldhave to securea dedicatedadult
director willing to teach only basic classes and spendlong hours on a
mereextracurricular activity. Goodluck.
Placing anyone less qualified in this position woulddeprive students
ofthe opportunity to act inquality plays and wouldindicate substandardcommitment tothe performingarts onthiscampus.
Nor would such a club allow more students from other disciplines
any greaterchances for involvement. Non-majors are alreadyheavily
involved in campus productions, so they toobenefit from the quality
teachingwhichour major provides.
It also seems odd that the very ideaofsuch a club wasn't given much
publicityuntil amplenegative reactionhad piledupagainst the proposal to terminate the degree. Before, talk was only heard about placing
the money savedinto things that aremore "central" to the university,
suchas library improvements andaudio/visual equipment.
Other small departments which untilnow may have been wondering
if they, too, may not be central to theuniversity, will not be so easily
comfortedby commentsinlast Sunday's SeattleTimes byMaryLou
Wyse,acting vicepresidentforacademic affairs.
She saidthat the "classy"honorsprogramstands asareminder that
not all small departments are under fire. What does "classy" mean
anyway, and what has it to do with academic evaluation? Thehonors
program is not a degreeprogram; thereforeit is hardly a standard for
comparison.
Whenitcomes right downtoit,there isno standard for comparison.
The drama major stands alone as an essential part of any liberal arts
institution.

letters

Parity for nursing
To the Editor,
As a nursing studenthere at S.U. for the
havecometo admirethefacpast two years,I
ulty oftheSchoolof Nursing for their dedication and commitment to quality nursing
education.Liketheir students, they showup
for clinical at 7 a.m. ready to get to work.
Liketheirstudents, theyspendtheir weekendsandfree nights goingover voluminous
papers.Liketheirstudents, theyhave acommitmentto theconceptofhelpingpeoplein a
professional way.
Last weekIfoundout that wewillbe losing
four out of10 of the faculty members from
thejuniorcurriculum.ltismy understanding
thatatleasttwoofthose four are leaving for
reasons connected with pay.
Thisis in light of the $1.4 millionbudget
excessannounced two weeksago.The statement thatgotto mewasthattheexcesswas to
be used for "faculty enrichment."
Ihavebeen workingin the medical community in the Puget Sound area for more
than five years andIcan testify to the outstanding reputation of S.U.s School of
Nursing amonghealth careprovidersin this
area. To maintain this reputation we must
provideadequatecompensationto retainthe
typeofhighquality facultymembers wenow
have. I'm not asking much forthesededicated people simple parity with the other
schools in S.U. wouldbe nice, though.
Michael Day

—

Foran says farewell
To the Editor,
Iwant to thankthe university community
fortheir supportduringthe past sevenyears,
and particularlyduringthe trying monthsof
tenure difficulties and litigation.
Ihavesigned a contract to teach inter-disciplinary courses and to plananinter-disciplinary theology curriculumat St. Martin's
College near Olympia.
Thank you for the time we have spent
learningtogether.
Don Foran

Foran inspires
To the Editor,
I
wouldliketo writea letterof

for

What wehavelearnedinclass throughdiscussionandreadinghas openedour minds to
the world community. Through Don's approach wehavebeen exposedto reallife experiences which allow us to understand the
problemsandstrugglesofothers.Ithink this
kind of interactionallows us to learn most
about ourselves and our own limits.
Don's personalcontribution has been an
inspirationIrarelyhave found on any campus inmy educationalexperiences.He has
shownmethatreallearningcomes onlywhen
a deeperlevelof understandingis reached in
human solidarity.
Bonnie E. Hammond

More than ROTC
To the Editor,
The recent articles concerning the existenceand justificationofROTC at S.U. remindmeof my ownsimilar experienceas an
undergraduate in (the then compulsory)
ROTCmore than20yearsago. Itoo felt the
apparent inconsistency of examining the
doctrinesofClausewitzand thoseoftheNew
Testamentin the same college atmosphere.
doctrinal
At issue however, is not their
— universities
diversity andeven exclusivity
—
areusedtodealing withthat butratherthe
tradition of their mutual symbiosis.
What modernarmy hasnot sent its youth
into conflict withoutthe certainty of "Gott
mituns" as didtheKaiser?With thisbenedictionthere can be no problemof conscience;
dictatesofconscience and religious imperatives are suspended.
When Charlemagne was bringing Widukindand his Saxons under the cross (by the
sword)it was inpart due to the portrayal of
Jesus as a warriorgod thathelped clinch the
operation.
How oftensincehave wars beenfought in
thenameofreligion? The crusades withtheir
warrior clerics provideample evidenceofthe
churchusing the military as a means to religious ends.
As a participant in what the late Francis
CardinalSpellmancalled"a trulyrighteous
holy war"whenhe spokeat mybasecamp in
Tay Ninh, Viet Nam, thereal contradiction
ofbeingChristiananda soldier was brought
into sharp focus, especiallyhaving known
and experienced what Idid.
So hereIam,20 years later,observingand

thenandwith the questionsnonearerto answersnow as then.
The resolution, if there is one, lies not
simply intheremovalof anROTCunit from
aCatholiccampusin order tobring anend to
allinconsistencies, salve allconsciences and
answer the eternal questions of war and
peace.
Unless anduntil the issuescan beresolved
ona larger, more global scale, that is, until
armiesand nationscease toexploitreligious
principlesto justify wars and untilreligions
haltthe useof militarymeans for the propagationoftheirself-interests,untilthen young
peopleeverywherewillcontinue to struggle
to reconciletheir feelings towardboth.
James Stark, Foreign Languages

Congratulations
To the Editor,
My congratulations to Mark Guelfi and
theeditorialstaff! Iappreciatetheintelligent
andbroadcoveragereflected in The Spectator this past year.Thank you andyour staff
foryour cooperationand journalisticintegrity.

Terrie Ward
Campus Minister

Philosophical debates
To theEditor,
Iread with great interest Anita Mumm's
coverage ofProfessor PatrickBurkesrecent
presentationat the Campion LunchLecture,
"Universities fragmented by Job market,
specialization."
Let me add to my colleague's comments
that we in the philosophy department are
activelyworkingtoovercome the fragmentationofthe university,brought on by narrow
specialization,not only through our participation in the core curriculum but also
through the various forums we sponsor,
such as the Philosophy Club, wherein the
"great conversation" of which Professor
Burkespeaks,canoccur.
Iwish to inviteallmembersof theuniversity community to enter into this conversation and to callattention to the plansof the
Philosophy Club to host, next academic
year, a series of debates between faculty
members on "disputed questions." These
debates would be in the tradition of the
Catholic universities of the 13th century, as

on issues of a philosophical and timely
nature.

Philosophy Club members have so far

suggestedthe followingtopics fordebate:

Free willanddeterminism
IsGod'sexistenceprovable?
Is capitalism compatible with Christianity?
Faculty canassist us in our efforts to open
up dialogue across the colleges and departments by offering to speak on these topics or
on others they might suggest. Students can
help us by encouraging their instructors to
offer theirinformedopinions.
Kenneth W.Stikkers
r//e Spectator welcomesletters to the
tor from its readers. The deadlinefor
tmitting lettersis 2p. m. Friday. They
Iappear in The Spectator thefolio wWednesday, spacepermitting.

'I letters must be typed, triple-spaced
4 limited to 250 words. All letters
ist be signed and include the author's
one number.
rhe Spectrum page features staff
torials and guest commentariesfrom
readers. All unsigned editorials
tress the opinion of The Spectator's
torial board. Signed editorials and
nmentaries are the responsibility of
author and may not represent Specor opinion. Opinions expressed on
se pages are not necessarily those of
university or thestudent body.
staff includes:Editor Emeritus,Mark Cuelfi;
or, Roberta Forsell; Managing Editor, Cindy
xten; Editorial Page Editor, Brenda Pittsley;
to/Layout Editor, JamesBush; Feature/Enterment Editor, Anita Mumm; Sports Editor,
in McKeague; Copy Editors, Kerry Codes,
>l Ryan; Special Projects Editor,Mark Cuelfi;
ness Manager, Bob Shaw; Sales Manager,
i Paoletti; Adviser, Cary Atkins; Moderator,
k Case, S.J.; Artists, Julia Dreves, Elizabeth
andez, Mary Fernandez, James Maier, Phoiphers, BobArima, JeremyClassy, ErinKeyVtichael Morgan, Tom Van Bronkhorst; OfCoordinator,Corinne Sablan;Reporters, Karl
■n, Terry Berg, Mike Biehn, Dan Donohoe,
mne Eckstrom, Tim Ellis, Joe Finn, JohnDe
ling, Peter Flynn, Farzaneh Canjizadeh,
iy Hahler, Tim Healy, Kerry Hofeditz, Steve
Suzanne Mathews, Bill McClement, John
;r, KenNyssen, Seini Puloka, Steve Sanchez,
Verzani, RosemaryWarwick.
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In a world full of problems, indifference prevails
A few months ago, a friend of mine was
giving a talk that dealt with awareness and
responsibility.During hertalk she mentionedhow every day eachandeveryoneof us is
asked to care in one way or another about
something. Whether a friend in need, oppression'' in El Salvador or to "save the
whales, weare constantlybesiegedby some
callto care.
Simultaneously with this observation, I
think about how my generation has been
called a selfish, apathetic one, where selfinterest is the primemotivationand concern
forhumanneeds is at aminimum.It bothers
meto seemy fellow students aiming toward
solely financial goals, to "where the bucks
are."

Isuppose it is idealisticin these hardeconomictimes to seek an education for education's sake.Each of us must plan to provide
ifor ourselves and our future families. Yet
whatvalueorquality of lifeexists whensubsistence (howeverluxuriousit may be) is all
that matters? Moving closer to home, of
whatbenefit is a liberal arts education in a
Christian schoolwhen weremainindifferent
to world,nationalandlocaldilemmaswhich
wehavebeentrained to think about and respond to?
Our generation is called apathetic, but
thatis too easyalabelto use. Wehavegrown
up on the tailof the Vietnam War, experienced adolescence with Watergate, recessions andembargos. We survivedthese man-

TERRY

SCANLAN

Repartee

Viewers can tune in any evening newscast
and see enough suffering and injustice to
makethemwant tocrawlintoahole.
The volumeof tragediesoccurring today is
probablyproportionalto any given timein
history; but we get to seeit all, inliving color
alaDan Rather, nightly.Thereis simply too
much information available for even the
most altruistic person to care about it all.
The "problem" then is not of apathy, but
rather uncertainty (not knowing how to
care). Ifit takes alifetime to developamarriage andyearsto becomeafriend, thenhow
does one show concern for a worker in

made calamities and will no doubt weather
ReaganomicsandWPPSS as well.

Poland?

Nonetheless, we are promised a difficult
future, with anuncertain job market, high
interest rates on homes and apparently,in-

canhelppeople deal withspecific issues and
concerns. But where does one begin to

There are many specific attitudes which

The 'problem' then is not of apathy,
but rather uncertainty
(not knowing how to care).
creasingsocialdisorder.It is understandable
thatmany feel aneed to "look out for numberone."
Furthermore, the mass media haveinundated us with plenty of causes to root for.

learn to care, in a worldthat cries for care
over andover? Like Christ and the lepers,
there just isn't enoughto goaround ifeveryonegrabs at once.
When my frienddescribed the problem of

constantly being asked to care, she talked

about starting with just one. Look individually at who you care about and howyoudo

it.Ithink that's a start. Ask why you care,
for what reasons do you empathize with
someone else? Christ's answer was that at
base, each of us shares our "humanness,"
which is cause enough to care. Imaynever
know a starving person in Kampuchea, or
even in the centraldistrict. But Ishare my
experienceoflife, myindividuationwith that
person.Istillneedto worryaboutmy future,
and I'll probably never solve any major
world problems. But my solidarity with
othersis enough tostarttolearnto care.
My education here at Seattle University
has (hopefully) prepared me for a job, but
(and I
think moreimportantly)ithas trained
me to be a responsibleadult; responsible to
the world Ilivein and peopleIencounter.I
do notkidmyself, thinking thatthereareany
easy solutions. But the beginning of any
solutionis to be aware, togive a damn.And
it is our challenge not to be content with
never knowing how to care. It is our challenge to rise above "just getting by," and
experiencethe satisfaction(and even joy)of
living life. By not caring, we are depriving
ourselves of a fuller life, and so, becoming
ourown victimof apathy.
Terry Scanlan is a junior with a double
majorineconomicsandtheology.Heisfrom

Denver,Colorado.

Proposed bill hinders start of self development
Three weeks ago, Peter Flynn wrote an
article in support of the Reagan administration's proposed bill that would require
federally-funded family planning clinics to
notify parents when patients under 18
receiveprescribedmethodsofbirthcontrol.
Flynn's argument in support of this billis
inadequate.He identifies some of the moral
issues involved, but onlybriefly and incompletely,andotherethicalissues he completely

therefore, a federally funded clinic doctor
has no moralright to violatehis duty to his

.

KAREN
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Repartee

ignores.

Flynn's main assumption is that since society restricts minors from drinking, voting,
or driving cars, then automaticallysociety
should violate an adolescent's right to confidentiality when receiving prescribed
methodsofbirthcontrol.
Flynn states that society imposes these
constraints because an adolescent does not
havethe maturity to handlethese responsibilities. However, Flynn ignores an important
distinctionbetweenthese laws whichrestrict
a minor's rights and this recently proposed
law.
Both the present laws and the recently
proposed law could be construed to be
paternalistic - promoting the principle of
beneficence over the principleof autonomy.
Somewouldevenargue that the principleof
autonomy is not violated in these instances
because minors cannot be designated autonomous.
Yet, this is an overly simplistic position;it
denies an adolescentany autonomy, whichis
unjustifiable. Adolescence is when a young
personbegins to develophim or herselfand
becomes a responsible decision maker. To
deny an adolescent any autonomy is to
restrict his or her development into adulthood.
An adolescent doesnot wakeup as afully
autonomous person on the morning of his
or her eighteenthbirthdayafter goingto bed
as acompletely non-autonomous person the
night before. Autonomydevelopsas theperson develops.
Ifoneaccepts thatanadolescenthas some
degree of autonomy, then paternalism for
adolescents is morally unacceptable.
Exceptionscanoccur whenthepersonis not
adequatelyinformedof the issues involved
and this ignorance leads to a potentially

dangerous decision.

In other words, a person should be
subjected to paternalismonly whenheis not
able toact autonomously.
Autonomy is a prima facie rule - a rule
that is necessarily binding unless it is in
conflict with another rule that is evenmore
essentialin thepromotionof human welfare.
In the case of paternalism, the principle of

autonomy is inconflict with the principle of

beneficence.

Autonomy is the higher prima facie duty
because it is a principle more essential to
human well-being. Autonomy is rooted in
the concept of person whilebeneficence a
positive action to promote human good, is
rootedin ourcomplex socialrelationswhich

-

result from our being persons. Therefore,
autonomyismorebasicto our existence.
The present laws that restrict an adolescent's rights are not paternalistic and therefore are morally acceptable. Theselaws are
enforced because not only do they serve to
protect the adolescent, but society in
general.
These laws do promote beneficence and
do violatethe adolescent's autonomy,yet the
adolescent who is, for example, irresponsibly drinking wouldalready be violating the
principle of autonomy because his actions
wouldinterferewiththe actionsof another.
The recently proposedlaw is paternalistic
and therefore is morally unacceptable. As
statedpreviously, todeny an adolescent any
autonomyis to restricthis developmentinto
adulthood.

—

This proposedlaw violates the autonomy
of the adolescent with no just reason no
other prima facie rule is in conflict (except
beneficence)and no other person'slife is at
risk.
Not only doesthis proposedlawpromote
paternalism which is morally unjustifiable,
but it violates confidentiality.Confidentiality,like autonomy, is a prima facieruleand
cannot be digressed unless it is in conflict
withahigherprimafacie rule.

For example, a higher duty such as the
preservationoflife must be protectedevenif
the duty ofconfidentiality must bebreached.
However, in this case, no other rule is in
conflict with the duty of confidentiality.

patient.
The right to confidentialitycan be rooted
inthe principleof autonomy. Inso far as the
actsof anautonomousagent do not interfere
with the acts ofanother autonomous agent,
that person ought to be free to act and
deserves respect even if those acts are
considered foolishor immoral.
Interference with an autonomous act
cannot be morally acceptedespecially when
based merely onvalue judgments.Inthe case
of the proposed law, thelost confidentiality
would be caused by parental interference
with the adolescent's obtainment of birth
control. This is morally unacceptable
developingautonombecauseadolescents
—
ous agents deserve to have their decisions
respected.
Flynn argues that confidentiality should
be breached because a teenager's healthis at
risk.He states that ateenagegirlmay not be
awareof the side effects that may occur as
theresult of usingthepill.
He ignores the fact that any responsible
doctor wouldmake his patient awareof the
risksinvolved and thatif the doctors found
their patients unsuitable for the medication
at anytime, they wouldimmediately change
the prescription or remove her from the
medicationtotally.
While noting the risks of taking the pill,
Flynn conveniently forgets the fact that an
adolescent's health, both physically and
psychologically, may suffer evenmore by
becoming pregnant or undergoing an abor-

—

tion.

Althoughthisproposedbillviolatesconfidentiality, it does not violate every adolescent's right to confidentiality.It only affects
teenage girls; thelawdoes not affect teenage
boys at all.
This proposedlaw is evenmore specific.
Notonlydoesit affect girls,but it alsoaffects
the poor whomust gothe federallysubsidized clinics. Teenage females who can afford
private doctors willnot have to worry about
thelossof theirconfidentiality.
Flynn believes that this law would help
bring about a long-term solution. On the
contrary,thislawwoulddiscriminate against
poor, young womenand prevent them from
protectingthemselvesfrompregnancy.
This law would not increase family communications as supporters envision, but
wouldhinder young womenfrombeginning
tobecomeresponsible fortheirownactions.
Flynn claims that since society is directly
affected by teenage pregnancies, the state

should beableto prevent this fromoccurring.
Flynn is on morally dangerous footing.He
gives vague generalities for why the state
shouldinterfere in this case andnot ina case
such as smoking.
Inbothinstances societyis affectedby the
acts of others. Since he made no specific
distinctioninhis reasoningof whenthe state
can intervene, Flynn is on the thresholdof a
slipperyslope argumentwhich occurs whena

course of actingis initiatedwherethereis no
logical basis to move from a morally acceptable toa morally reprehensibleaction.

To this point this critique has mostly
centeredon the rights of the adolescent,but
what are the rights of the parent? As legal
guardians oftheir children,most parentsfeel
that they ought to be informed of their
child's activites. Yet at some point
adolescents must begin to form their own
identity andbecomeautonomous. By going
to a clinic, an adolescent is beginning to
become responsible for herself. She should
be encouraged to act responsibly, not be
penalizedfor it.
In this conflict situation, no action is
morallypure, either part of the rights of the
adolescentare denied or part of the rights ot
the parents are repressed. One must choose
which set ofactionspromotes the most good
and theleastharm.
This proposed law would produce more
harm than good. It violates the developing
autonomy of the adolescent, the confidentiality ofthe adolescent,and theadolescent's
right to act responsibly.Thislawhinders the
rights of the parents as guardians of their
developingchildren because they would not
bemadeawareoftheir children'sactions and
would not be able to help them with their

decisions.
However, lessharm is promoted with this
actionofhindering the parent'srights thanif
the adolescent'srights were violatedbecause
higher moral duties are involved with the
adolescent'srights.
This law attempts to decrease thenumber
of unwanted pregnancies by trying to
increase family communication, yet in
actuality it wouldfurtheralienatethe family
and increase the numberof unwantedpregnancies. In order forparent/child communicationto beeffective inpreventingunwnated
pregnancies, it needs to developlong before
achildbecomes involved insexualrelations.
Karen Sheehan is a biology major and
plans tostudymedicine. Sheisajunior
from
SantaRosa, California.
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Struggling artist
displays his unique
paintings at gallery
byRobin Fleming

When most artists draw or paint a picture of a bowl of
oranges or a man on a sailboat, they tend to name them
somethingoriginallike "Still Life," or "Man on aBoat."But
not DaveHarrison.Nor doesHarrisonmerelypaintinarealistic
with a bit of
or abstract style. He combines the two
impressionism thrownin to createastylethat is allhisown.
Last Thrusday was the budding Seattle artist's opening
night for atwo-month longexhibitofhis paintings at the PrinzVincent ArtGallerynearsth Avenueand Denny Way.
Amidst champagnebubbles andapproximately100peoplewho
showed up for the gala event, the thin, 24-year-old scurried
around shaking hands,
" smiling and probably saying a great
you's.
many "thank
One of the numerous examplesof Harrison's paintingsis
"Apple"," a watercolor of an orange. Another is "Ballet
Shoes," an ink drawing of hiking boots, and yet another is
"Pancake Salesman," a semi-abstract watercolor of a man's
profilewith whatlooks like laserbeams comingout of his eyes.
Beside the profileis theoutstretched and aprominentpalmofaa
hand glaringoutat the viewer, whichprobably couldresemble
pancake."Idon't want to just paintpictures of boats or barns
likealot of artists do.Ijust want to dowhatIwantto do.That's
art," saidHarrison, addingthat the names he chooses for his
paintingsare also for the sake of originality. Another unique
trademark of Harrison's is the signature on his paintings his
name withalinedrawnthroughit.
Harrison has beenpainting and drawingsince he was a child,
"and Ijustkept doingit," he said, whereasmost children stop
when they reach a certain age. "Ireallystarted getting serious
about it whenIwasinhigh school, though,"he said.
Even though the artist's paintingsrun anaverage of $200,
heisunabletomake alivingoffhis craft. Hereliesmainly on the
moneyhemakes fromtheband heis in, "CyrusNimbus and the
Clouds," to make ends meet. Musicianship and artisanshipare
synonmous to Harrison who sees
" both as a creative outlet,
designedto makepeople"get off. "It'sallone andthe same to
me," hesaid.
AlthoughHarrisonattended an art school for two years and
hasbeen exposedto manydifferent kinds of artwork,heis just
one ofthose peoplewhois "naturally"inclined.This,however,
doesnot meanhedoesn't work at his craft, itsimply means that
theideas thatcome outof hishead ontothe canvas are beautiful
andaesthetic and flow freely without the labor someone else
would go through.A major accomplishment ofHarrison's was
a 4 X 5 foot painting of a racquetball player he sold to the
OlympicHealthandRacquetClub inBallard.
Even if people can't afford to buy one of Harrison's
paintings,it wouldbe wellworth their time to atleast takealook
at the "arriving" artist'swork.

—

—
From comics to film
by Tim Healy

In the wake of box office giants
such as "Star Wars" and "Raiders
of the Lost Ark," Hollywood
screenwriters have turned to comic
books in their search for palatable
scripts to offer adventure-starved
viewers.
Superman made the transition
well and cashed in big at the box
office. Popeye, the Lone Ranger
andTarzan didn't.
Now, yet another pop-culture
heroemergesfromthe pagesofthe
comicstochallenge the big screen
"Conan theBarbarian."
Based on a character createdby
Robert H. Howard in the 19305,
Conan, the subject of 65 pulp
novels, a comic strip and a magazine,is alreadya minorcult figure.
Director John Milius, who also
co-authored the screenplay with
Oliver Stone,hasattempted tocapitalizeonConan's establishedpopularity and at the same time develop
the filmcharacter as anew hero in
his ownright.
Former Mr. Universe Arnold
Schwartzenegger was chosen to
bring Conan to life. His six-foottwo-inch frame, combined with a
57-inch chest and 22-inch arms

—

makeshim a formidable figureeven
whenhe's notbrandishinga sword.
Set in10,000 B.C.whenthesecret
.of steel was a coveted prize, the
movieopenswith youngConan witnessing a raid on his villageby the
leader of an evil snake cult, Thulsa
Doom (JamesEarl Jones).
Doom killsConan's parents and
sells the boy barbarianinto slavery
where he is put to work on the
Wheel ofPain, aprimitivegrist mill,
iRather than wasting awayas do the
otherslaves,Conantoughensinto a
muscle-boundyoungman drivenby
hate for the man who killed his
parents.

Conan's physical attributes are
soonnoticedby hiscaptorsandheis
trained as a pit-fighter, the barbarianversion of a gladiator.Eventually, he wins his freedomand sets
off to find fame, fortune and
Thulsa Doom.
Despite Schwartzenegger's lack
of seasoning asanactor and ascript
that calls for little more dialogue
than a series of grunts, he manages
to give an impressiveperformance.
Schwartzeneggerbegan training for
the role in 1978, studying swordfighting and dueling techniques.
The result is a series of well-staged
fight scenes.

Conan lives
JamesEarlJones givesahypnotic
performance as the evil Thulsa
Doom. The Charles Manson-like
snake cult leader manages to look
serpentine,and at one point heeven
changes into a snake to escape
Conan, one of the film's better effects.
Though the script often becomes
boggeddown withdead-end scenarand shallow characters,
'ios
"Conan" has enough magic, adventure and violenceto satisfy most
fantasy fans.Thisisn'tone ofyour
run-of-the-mill grade-B adventure
filmseither.SIB.S million went into
filming this epic and the elaborate
sets and startling special effects attest to the fact.
Judging from audience cheers
and applause,"Conan" willprobablyjointheranksofcult films.And,
if the teaser at theendof the filmis
any indication,Conan theBarbarian is destined to return.
"Conan theBarbarian, "starring
Arnold Schwartzenegger, James
Earl Jones, Sandahl Bergman,
Mako, WilliamSmithandMax von
Sydow. Directed by John Milius.
Playing at the Admiral, Coliseum,
Crossroads, Aurora Village, Kent
andSea-Tac MallCinemas. R.

—

—

ThePrinz-Vincent is open TuesdaythroughSaturday,1 1-6
p.m.

The FACT is good bands,
hot sun and cold beer
by Joe Finn

—

.Sunshine on a Friday afternoon, beer, two original
rock V roll bands whatmore couldone ask for?Certainlynot shelter, so the Friday Afternoon Club met on
thePigottTerraceinsteadof TabardInn.
Connections and the Lonesome City Kings provided
the entertainmentfor the last meetingof theFriday AfternoonClub, sponsoredby the Sigma lota fraternity, and
plentyof studentsprovidedtheaudience.
Just enoughpeopleto crowd thebackrailingofthe terrace saw the start of Connections' set, but as their tight,
crisp sound spread throughout the campus, people were
steadilydrawnby the tunes, sunandbeer.
Connectionsplayeddanceablesongs,but itwas too hot

and leisurelyanafternoonfor most to dance. Most folks
took advantageof the opportunityto relax, work onsunburns andswashdownschnappsat $2ahead.
Tana Exum,managerof Connections, saidthe organizers ofFACT moved the meetingoutside because they
fearedno onewouldwantto beinside onsuchanice day.
Annie Schroeder, a senior, concurred. "It's the best
thing thatever happenedto the Friday AfternoonClubat
Tabard,"shesaid.
Connections have strong connections with S.U.: lead
singerCathyCroce is astudentatS U ,as isExum
Several nice tempo changes highlightedtheir set. One
song with a smooth, sultry beat geared more toward a
small crowdedbar ona late Friday night had one bespectacled staff"member peeringout aPigott fourthfloor win■
dow.

..

.

"It'sgot to beoutsideon aday liketoday,"said Steve
GramsandAlbert Pacheco,S.U.students.Both
" said they
thought"thebands were prettygood,too.
After Connections, only a short lull preceeded the
LonesomeCity Kings. In oneoftheirlast gigs before they
enter the studios to record their first album for First
Americanrecords, the Kings brought FACT to a rousing
close.
What could be finer than a smoking saxophoneon a
fine, fine day?
TheKingsbrought out thepartyinthe crowd with their
Fleshtones-flavored sunny-day dance riffs. Carnival
organ and traditional sax riffs revealed the Kings' roots,
but dance music can be rooted in the '80s too, as bands
liketheKingsare makingincreasinglyclear.
Thecrowd waseventreated to adebut,"Don'tTake It
OutOnMe."

Jane Jelinek, ayear-sixMRC student, saidsheenjoyed
herself.
gotsuch akick out
"Ihadagood time,mainly becauseI
of seeingallthe different kinds of people. Some people
come to be seen, somecome just tohave a goodtime
thebands were really good, too. They have to look like
they'reenjoyingthemselves,sincehowthe band
" performs
isaboutone-quarterorone-halfofthe show.
Perhaps Willie Collins, also a year-six MRC student,
summeduptheafternoonbest.
"It's social events such as this thatindicate to me the
authentic, communal aspect that makes
''SeattleUniversitya uniqueandworthwhileexperience.

...

photo by james bush

CraigFlory of the Kings wails on his sax.

The
Nuclear
Cross:
A Catholic
examination
by Mark Guelfi

Whether Archbishop Raymond Hunthausen's statements and
decision to withhold a portion of his taxes to protest nuclear arms
aresigns that theCatholic Churchis on its way tobecoming a 'peace
church" liketheQuakersis yetto be seen. But thereisone fact about
which there is little uncertainty: Hunthausen has raised a difficult
question for members ofa churchthat has traditionallyaligneditself
withtheU.S.governmenton nationalsecurity.
This new direction has been applauded by those Catholics who
think a radical commitment to peace and nonviolence is long overdue
in the church. But it has also caused many other Catholics discomfort
and anxiety,particularly those whose pre-Vatican II theology stresses
nationalallegiance.
Then, there isa third group of Catholics, who by seriously examining their consciences as the archbisihop suggests, are slowly finding
themselves more and more in agreement with his position.
Perhaps in few parishes have the lines between the three groups
been as clearly drawn as in St. Olaf's, a parish which borders the
Trident Submarine Base at Bangor. There some parishioners have
marched, some have argued and others have quit
all because the
Catholic Church seems to be changingits course.
Rev. Richard Gallagher, pastor of St. Olaf's in Poulsbo,is aCatholic who is changing his perspective on nuclear armaments. When he
first came to St. Olaf's eight and a half years ago, Gallagher felt the
U.S. needed a strong defense, a position that went over well with his
parishioners many of whomare employed at the base.
Gallagher thought the people protesting nuclear arms at the time
were "way out in left field," and he saw them as a threat to the
government and to the church. "I thought
" they were playing right
into the hands of the atheistic communists.
But in recent years, Gallagher has been more attentive to the
pope's call for an end to the arms race and has sincerely listened to

'
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Catholics inarch, argue over nuclear arms
(continued frompage one)

the archbishop. Now he is beginning to see the need for nuclear arms
in adifferent light. "I gradually came around to it," he said.
A month-long trip to Peru that Gallagher made earlier this year
only confirmed his "new ideas." He lived among the country's poor,
appalled by the fact that he could look up on the hill from the slums
and see the rich living in expensivehomes. That was whenhe began to
realize the full significance of the Vatican Council's statements on
armaments.

"I sense what theVatican Council is sayingis that it is a crime, it is
that it is a grave crime against mankind to build a
an outrage
military at the expenseof peoplein such poverty.
really sense the results of that crime."
"I saw that and I
Catolic,
lay
person who is Gallagher's pastoral assistant,
a
John
has definitely seen a change inthe pastor. Gallagher has moved from
fear and uncertainty on the issue to now being able to address it and
is very openin supporting the archbishop, Catolic said. "He is seeing
the world like he hasnever seen it before."
But Gallagher's open support of the archbishop and the shift inhis
own thinking has angered someof the older, more traditional parishioners. "They are pissed off that Gallagher has changed on them,"
Catolic said. "He is no
'' longer their mouth piece. He has backed off
on someof that stuff.
Gallagher now listens more to people like Lucille Cormier, a 67-year-old women who can safely be called the leader or mover among
the small group of parishioners opposed to nuclear arms. Cormier
started a nuclear arms discussion group that meets after the 10:30
Mass to educate and possibly "plant the seed" in the parish. She is
often seen hangingup signs around the parish publicizingspeakers or
seeking signatures for a disarmament petition that she keeps in her
purse.
Catolic remembers when he first joined St. Olaf's a year ago, that
Gallagher used to shy away from Cormier. "He would back off from
Lucille. He wouldn't stand with her and wouldn't feel comfortable
withher."
While Gallagher is undergoing a change, so is his parish. Catolic
describes it as moving from not beingable to talk about nuclear disarmament to being able to talk about it. And however small an
accomplishment this might seem to be, Catolic says it's new.
About four years ago, Jim Douglass, author and one of the
founders of the anti-nuclear movement in the Bangor area, asked to
speak at St. Olaf's. Cormier said that when Douglass approached the
parish council, he received a "cool reception" and the speech never

...
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John Catolic,a laypastoral assistant at St. Olaf's, says of the parish: "The
modern worldis bumpinginto them
and they don't know what to do."

...

occurred. But this past Good Friday, the several hundred walkers on
the Bethlehem peace march were warmly received after the first five
miles which started at the Trident base and ended, for the day, at St.
Olaf's. The walkers parked their cars in the parish lot before the
march and were bused over to the main gates of the base for the
opening ceremonies. After the march, they were greetedby St. Olaf
parishioners and other volunteers with juice and cookies and provided a shady spot on the lawn to rest their tired feet. Later that
evening, after a meal for about 50 walkers served in the parish hall,
Hunthausen celebrated the Good Friday liturgy in St. Olaf's Church.
"To talk about it before," Catolic said, "was like talking about
the possibility of death to somebody that has never conceived they
might die."
Just the fact that there is the ability now, within the parish, to talk
about the issue, is a significant step, Catolic believes, because St.
Olaf's is in his opinion a very traditional parish. In 1969, for
example, when the parish built the new church, a communion rail
was put in
at a time when many parishes, in an attempt to implement someof the liturgical reforms suggested by the Second Vatican
Council, were taking them out. In the last three or four years, some
liturgical changes have been made at St. Olaf's, however, with a
significant increase in the last year since Catolic joined the staff. He
says the parish remains very staid and very conservative liturgically.
About a year ago, on his first Sunday in Poulsbo, before he had
met anybody from the parish or even Gallagher, Catolic sat in the
back during one of theMasses and observed. "My first response"was
thatI
can't believe it.Ihave to spendmy year here. This is insane.
Instead of leaving, Catolic has worked in the last year to make
some changes. He has successfully gotten a smaller, more modern
altar and lectern, and after slowly moving the American flag farther
from the center of the sacristy (the area around the altar) week after
week, he has been able to move it completely off. In the process,
however, hehas upset a few people in the parish.
Where other pastors and parish priests inthe archdiocese have had
to deal with the nuclear disarmament issue, Gallagher and Catolic
havehad to deal also with the aches and pains of making someof the
Vatican IIchanges. "The modern world is bumping into them
and they don't know what to do," Catolic said.
Both Catolic and Gallagher agree that the roleof being a pastoral
person doesn't allow them to tell "everybody in the world" that they
are opposed to the nuclear buildup. This is especially true at St.
Olaf's withits nearness to the Tridentbase and the number of parishioners employed there. Gallagher's approach is to be an example and
to be sensitive toother people'sfeelings rather than beingoutspoken on
the issue. "Iprefer the gentle way because that tends to be my way of
doing things."
Neither Gallagher nor Catolic has made any strong statements or
has even made the issue the center of a homily. "John realizes that
you can get a message across without pointing the finger and saying
you're evil," Gallagher said.
But there was what Gallagher described as a strong reaction a few
months ago to his suggestion from the pulpit that people start asking
questions. People called him on the phone after Mass, tears in their
eyes, asking what they are supposed to tell their children when they
hear that from the pulpit. "AmIgoing to say that their dad is doing
something wrong? Is he working for something evil?" one parishioner asked him.
Catolic had the same response when he included the nuclear questionas a side point in a homily last October. Catolic's main point in
if the commandment to love one another is put
the homily was that
''
'
practice,
then
into
'we must take aim atsome awfully difficult issues.
Catolic challenged his parishioners to take aim at the problems of
world hunger, suffering, oppression, torture, prejudice and finally
"the frighteningstockpiling of weaponry that we believe is necessary
for world peace," He said this stockpiling is a sign of a fear to risk;
an inability to trust and unwillingness to loveand step forward to love
the world.
"You could just hear a pin drop," he said.
After Mass, instead of going out in front of the church to shake
hands and greet people like he normally does, Catolic returned to the
rectory before going over to the coffee hour. He said he even had
second thoughts about the coffee hour but decided to go. The people,
like Lucilleandhergroup, whoheknew wouldsay, "Right on,John,"
did. But Catolic said some people who are normally friendly to him,
were cold instead. Others, he added, "looked at me like 'you are just
the devil.'
"Normally, Igo over there and thatis playtime for me. But all of a
sudden, Iwas confronted with the reality that many people might not
like me for saying something like that. That didn't feel good," he
said. "It made me feellike Ididn't want to spend a lot of time there
and Idon't think Idid that day."
By midday somebody had already called the rectory to ask "Who
paying
is
this guy?" Most people, he said, called Gallagher and complained about the fact that the church was paying someone to take a
stand like that.
the thing that
"I guess Ididn't realize when 1 came here
shocked me, is that you could not talk about it. Icould realize oppo-

—
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Rev.Richard Gallagher, pastor ofSt. Olafsparish in Poulsbo,is gradually changing his perspective onnuclear armaments. "I sense
whattheVatican Council is saying isthat itis a crime,itisanoutrage. ..."
Thayer thinks nuclear weapons are a necessary evil and would
(continued from page two)
someday
it,"
talk
about
he
said.
like to see the abolishment of all weaponry, including
being
able to
sition,but Icould not realize not
But, he maintains, "the only thing that Ifeel is standnuclear
arms.
surprised
by
interpreted
what
he
as
a
Catolic was both scared and
ing between us and the dissolution of our nation as we know it are
feelingof hate. "I did not think it was that unheard of."
nuclear weapons. It is something that we must put up with at this
After the early Mass, Bill Thayer, a parishioner who works for the
time.
military at the base, ran up behind Catolic as he walking back to the
"I'd like to back my faith in God with a little bit of arms, in this
rectory and asked him what he meant by his homily. Catolic said
particular case, a littlebit of muscle," Thayer said.
Thayer's tone was pensive. "He was challenging me, he was angry,
On the day the parish hosted the peace marchers, Thayer got acall
but it wasn't uncontrolled anger, it was harnessed anger." Catolic,
from his neighbor telling him that there were people in the parish
however, did not feel it was directed at him; rather, "Ithink he basicparking
lot with anti-nuclear signs.
ally looks at the church and wants to know why it would ever do this.
Thayer got in his car and drove over to the parish, finding the lot
It doesn'tmake any sense to him."
full of cars and peoplecarryingsigns and getting intobuses.
Thayer said in an interview later that he doesn't have anyproblems
thinks
the
church
pulpit
being
mentioned
from
the
and
"I went home and called Father Gallagher andasked him if he was
theissue
with
aware of what was going on and if heknew they were carryingsigns.
should be an active leader in addressing the more volatile issues of
was upset."
"Itold him I
today. But what does bother him, is the archbishop's talk of uniThayer said he doesn't like St. Olaf's being the staging ground for
lateral disarmament. "I could not believe that he was in favor of that.
an anti-militaristic demonstration. "I can see lending support for an
Icannot support it and really can't justify that kind of process," he
organization that is peace-minded, but a group that is interested in
said.
tearing down nuclear arms without regard for the consequences ..."
That is the last Thayer and his family have seen of St. Olaf's, he
said. Theynow attend Holy Trinity Church in Bremerton, about a 25-minute drive from their house. Thayer said he and his family are
happy with the new parish.
Thayer said he and his family have few problems with St. Olafs;
it's just that they are looking for a parish that is a little more supportiveof their stand on nuclear weapons.
Two other parishioners who have taken active roles for years are
also leaving or choosing to be less involved. A woman who Catolic
said ran the financial sideof the parish and was very powerful within
the parish quit her involvement in September, while the sacristan, a
person who had set up the sacristy for Mass for 25 years, "finally had
enoughand quit."
After hearing the archbishop's statements, another parishioner,
Tony DeCarlo, who works at the base for Westinghouse, said he first
entertained the idea of quitting the church, then felt inclined to
simply withhold any donations, but in the end decided against doing

either.

LucilleCormier (left), startedanuclear
discussion group while Bill Thayer
(above), quit St. Olaf's.

"Ifelt a sudden anger," he said. DeCarlo doesn't think the church
should take a stand on what heconsiders an individual decision.
Gallagher says thatheis in areal dilemma because his parishioners,
from both backgrounds, really love God and are really interested in
their religion, yet they see this issue from very different perspectives.
"They are all really dedicated and really sincere."
But like himself, he sees his parish gradually changing. More and
more people are aware of the problem, talking aboutit and beginning
to see that maybe armaments are not the answer.
"It certainly is going to move.You can't stop it now."
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Nuclear weapons provoke* thought,
Reflection:Becker examines

as

ResistanceM:anios taxweishold a'creative'response
by Kerry Godes
By practicing tax resistance, Tim and
TrishManionbelieve they are takingcontrol

oftheirlives.
"I'm not doing this because I'm hoping
otherpeople willdo it, althoughIdo,so that
the arms race will be ended forever and
ever," Tim says. "Inmany waysI'm a pessimist; I
don't see that happening.But Idon't
have control over that, Ihave control over
my life andmy family's life. Ihavecontrol
of whether Ibuy into the continuing6f the
arms race andthe stockpiling of these weapons."

Tim works for Campus Ministry at S.U.,
and is also studying music here. He and
Trish, who have been married four years,
began withholding part of their taxes three
yearsago, after more than a year of studying

the idea. At tax timein 1979, they felt "we
had to doit," but they did not knowhow. By
the next tax time, Tim says, "we felt a
lot more secure; we talkedand prayedabout
it, trying to come to grips with it in an imaginativeway. .askingourselvesif
'' we could
bearwhat was goingto happen
Fear of the government's response played
a large role in making the decision, but that
was offset by another kindof fear. Tim says
heismore afraidof a majornuclear warthan

.

.

heisofgoingtojail.

"It scares me a heck of a lot more. We're

going to have a baby in July and I'mnot sure
Iwant tobring a childinto a worldwhereI'm
"
not doing something tocontrolthefuture.

The youngcouplestilllive with their fears,
but now they say a calm and a peace lie
underneath, a by-product of having made

what they seeas the right decision forthem.
—
Now they havea feelingof being different
different to the point of being "almost
crazy," differentbecause theyhave stopped
to question the oldadage that says there are
only two things a person must do in life:die
and pay taxes.
Trish explains that "the option of taking
thetime to think, 'doyou haveto
"pay taxes if
you morally object to them?' is hard to
choose, "when the whole tone around tax
timeis that taxes are just a bad thing and we
havetoget them overwith. 1ask myselfifit's
really worth putting myself through all this
agony when most people don't think twice
aboutit."
For the Manions, a couple that considers
themselves normal, average, and anything
.but radical, the answer has been a resounding yes.
Tim, 30, and Trish, 28, moved to Seattle
from St. Louis two years ago, so that Tim
could study music at S.U. with Kevin Waters, S.J. They both received their undergraduate degrees from St. Louis University,
and Tim went on to do graduate work in
philosophy there. Trish works as a psychiatricnurse at ProvidenceHospital.
Tim composes, sings and records with the
St. Louis Jesuits, a liturgical recording
group. As with any self-employed person,
his taxes are not automatically withheld
from his earnings. Rather, he must make a
quarterly estimate of his earnings from the
royalties he collects and pay quarterly taxes'
on them, a situation allowing him greater
freedom than most workers have in
controllingjusthowmuch taxhepays.
Every year now, Tim andTrish file a joint
return, estimating the correct amount of
taxes due on both their incomes, and then
stating that they will withhold SO percent,
what they figure is the portion of federal
taxes that go directly to defense spending.
BecauseTrish's jobas anursedoes not allow
her to control just how much withholdingis
taken out ofeach paycheck, her 50percent is
also taken out of Tim's royalties. With their
income tax form, theManionsalsoinclude a
letter to the Internal Revenue Service
explaining why they have withheld partial
payment.
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For TimManion,livingcloser to the Gospel includes not onlyministering to
people withhis music, butpracticing tax resistance as well.

The Manions say they chose this method
over the others because it is honest and
straightforward,and because of the greater
risk and possibility of legal action the others
involve.
"We agonized over the different ways to
doit anddecided 50 percent was the average
figure we saw going to defense spending,"
Trish says. "In essence we are paying our
taxes; we wouldnot refuse to fileour income
taxes."
Tim has no way of controlling the taxes
withheld from his job with Campus Ministry, other than to file a false W-4 form.
1nstead,he chooses to file a correct formand
includea letterofprotest statinghis religious
andmoralconvictions.
The W-4 form, filed with an employer,
controls theamount of federalincome taxes
to be deducted from an employees' paycheck, based on the number of dependents
or extra allowances claimed. Resisting by
filing a false W-4 is the riskiest from a legal
standpoint since the form is signed under
penalty ofperjury and a person convicted of
giving falseinformationcould be subject to
felony charges, with a possible $5,000 fine
and/or up to three years inprison.
"Calculatingwhatcouldhappen to us was
a major part of our thinking, but it was not
the thing that swayed us. We wouldn't feel
comfortablefiling a false W-4," Tim says.
Thefederalgovernment has not taken any
action against the Manions as of yet, but
several threatening letters have been sent.
The letters seem to come only around the
April 15 tax deadline, Tim says, "when the
computer is spitting out information on
people that haven't paid." So far al! the
lettershavebeencomputerizedforms.
The letters were "pretty frightening at
first," he says. "They kindofthrew us back
(continued on page eight)
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by RobertaForsell
When Seattle Archbishop Raymond Hunthausen
called Trident the "Auschwitz of Puget Sound,"
Chaplain Dave Becker had a particular problem:
"That meant Iwas the chaplain at Auschwitz,"Jtie
explained.
Becker said he "knew inhis heart" thathe would
have to resign from his post at theU.S. Navy base at
Bangor thesame day hereadHunthausen's speech on
faithanddisarmamentlastJune.
"The letter came in the mailand Iread it over and
times, and it just
over again.Imust have read it 10 "
seemedtohave thering oftruth toit.
To avoidmaking a hastydecision, Becker gavehimself the summer to research the truth of the archbishop's claimand to examine"how we Catholics got
so mixedup with sword-wielding"and withwarfareand
withwearingmilitary uniforms.
He came to believe he was indeed working at an
Auschwitzof sorts, for in terms of destructive capacity, hefound that oneTridentsubmarine equals2,040
Hiroshimas. He alsoconcluded that if world governments continue their present policies, the submarines
willdefinitely beused.
3
"Unless we reverse the arms race, weare going lo
blow up the world," Becker said, pathetically
chuckling in sheeramazement at his own conclusion.
When he turned to the Catholic tradition seeking
how disciples
of Jesus got involvedin the military, he
'
ended 'somewhatsurprised and shocked" todiscover
thatSt. Augustine's just war theory, a fifth century
doctrinewhichoutlinescriteria for an "ethical war,"
wasthe sourceofit all.
Since Augustine's theory has neverbeenthe official
teachingofthechurch, Becker found this justification
unconvincing. "Ididn't want to hear whether Augustine approved of this because Augustine wasn't the
Messiah. Iwanted to hear more about how
'' it fits in
with the wayofJesusandwiththeGospel.

Insharing thehighlightsof his summer of research,
Becker talked non-stop for about 20 minutes, not
needingany prodding. He seemedgratefulto have an
audience,eagertoconvey his feelings.
% Thefact thatheisnowassistant pastor at St. Peter's
Church inSeattledemonstratesthathe neverdidfind a
betweenJesus andthe military.
connection
'' feel that
I
Jesus wouldhavehad nothing todo with
nuclear weapons except dismantle them, destroy
them," commentedBecker, and so he withdrew from
the Navy. He resigned in November and joined St.
Peter'sinMarch.
On the day heleft the base, Becker wasa guest of
honor at a "communion breakfast" for both the incoming and outgoingchaplains.Despite the apparent
irony ofthe situation, Becker described his parting as
"amicable," adding that "after all, we (he and
'' the
base workers)hadhad somegood times together.
He considered, but dismissed any thought about
remaining in the military to provide those inuniform
with a Christian perspective. "There aresome things
you simply haveto withdraw from," he said.That previoussummer, he had spoken severaltimesabout the
wvil ofnuclear weapons andadmittedhis outcries only
resultedingreat tension and inefforts by some officers
tohavehim replaced.
"Ijust don't think it's a practical alternative," confessed Becker. "I think that as much as possible, we
should try to withdraw from the military complex
however we are involved in it and work from outside
ratherthaninside."
Beckerreachedthis conclusionwithoutmuch agonizingand said he felt relievedonce hehad decided to
quit his job.Hunthausen'swordsclarifiedtheissue for
him, andheimmediately wrotethe archbishopa letter,
thanking him forhis "courage and forthright ness."
While a chaplain, Becker said he feels he was, in
effect, "splashing the church's holy water on Trident
warheads."He views his role as having lent "legiti-

Resignation: Thompson say
by RobertaForsell
When Derald Thompson joined the Navy 23
years ago, his mother asked him what work he
wouldbedoing oncehe finished withtraining.
"I'm a hired killer," Thompson replied
proudly, to whichhis mother retorted, "You're
not either. You're there in defense of your
country."

"Iam not," he insisted. "The warheads on
that thing(thesubmarinehe was to work on) are
going to wipeout vast populations."
Reflecting on what promoted those cynical
comments, Thompson said,"It wasacombination of things.
— As a kid at home, I was told
everything what to do andhow to do''it.Iwas
finally out on my own forthe first time.
Thompson, the then callous youth almost
proud of his power, has now evolved into
Thompson, the father of six who sacrificed his
jobin anact offaith.
After August 21, 1981,Thompsonno longer

drove through the steel gates of the U.S. Navy
base at Bangor each morning. He used to train
thecrews forthe Tridentsubmarinesthat are to
begin arriving there this summer, teaching them
to operate the computer system which will
controltheships.
He had tried to abandon nuclear weapons
workbefore, but only this time was he successful. Only this time was he forced to question
how his work affected his relationship with
God.
Thompson said he had "no choice but to
resign" after taking to heartSeattle Archbishop
Raymond
Hunthausen's challenge to
consider the nuclear arms issue in
light of Gospelteachings.
"It was not a matter of hearinga voice telling
"
me, 'This is it — do it,' said Thompson. "I
prayed for help in making the decision and I
guess thehelp Ifelt was that staying (at the base)
felt very wrongand leaving felt good.

"Iconsidertr
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The community at St.Olaf's, which includes Jean Clark (left) andLucille Cormier (right),
support Derald Thompson needed to quit his job at Trident.
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ecker examines chaplain's role
In sharingthe highlights ofhis summer of research,
Becker talked non-stop for about 20 minutes, not
needingany prodding.He seemed grateful to have an
audience,eagertoconvey hisfeelings.
|The fact that heis now assistant pastor atSt. Peter's
ChurchinSeattledemonstratesthathenever didfinda
:onnection betweenJesusand the military.
"Ifeel thatJesuswouldhave had nothing todo with
nuclear weapons except dismantle them, destroy
them," commentedBecker, and so he withdrew from
the Navy. He resigned in November and joined St.
Peter's inMarch.
On the day he left the base, Becker was a guest of
honor at a "communion breakfast" for both the incoming and outgoingchaplains.Despite the apparent
irony of the situation, Becker describedhis parting as
"amicable," adding that "after all, we (he and
'' the
base workers)hadhad some good times together.
He considered, but dismissed any thought about
remaining in the military to provide those in uniform
with a Christian perspective. "There are some things
you simply haveto withdraw from," hesaid.That previous summer, hehad spoken several timesabout the
Ivil ofnuclear weapons and admittedhis outcries only
resultedingreat tensionand in efforts by someofficers
havehim replaced.
to"
"
Ijust don't think it'sa practical alternative, confessed Becker. "I think that as much as possible, we
should try to withdraw from the military complex
however we are involved in it and work from outside
ratherthaninside."
Beckerreachedthis conclusionwithoutmuch agonizing and said he felt relievedonce hehad decided to
quithis job.Hunthausen's wordsclarified theissue for
him,and heimmediately wrote thearchbishopa letter,
thankinghim forhis "courageand forthrightness."
While a chaplain,Becker said he feels he was, in
effect, "splashing the church's holy water on Trident
warheads."He views his role as having lent "legiti-

custom.

"The just war theory is in tatters and shreds these
days, this day ofthenuclear sword, and the wholeedi-

ficeof the institution(of the chaplaincy)is builtupon
it.
"Unless wecan come up with a much stronger articulation of how the military chaplaincy flowsdirectly
from the wordsand practice of Jesus and the Sermon
on the Mount and the Gospels, wemay find we will
haveto change our practice."
Optimistic about the future of the church, Becker
sees a "doctrinal shift" taking place in the minds of
church leaders in regard to their thoughts on the just
war theory and on the nature of nuclear weapons

themselves.

He said that for years the church has held that nuclear weapons are morally neutral, but that recently
many bishops have declared them to be intrinsically
evil. He said that until now, the church has "often
betrayed Christ," but that it is beginning to become
"moreauthentically Christian."
Becker himself is a microcosm ofthe evolution. He
has come a long way since 1976 when he joined the
Navy "seekingadventureand travel."
"I didn't really feel any tension or inconsistency in
putting on a uniform and taking the oath as an
officer." Likemany Catholics,Becker said he simply
presupposed that issues such as the legitimacyof the
chaplaincyhadbeencarefullythought through.
He said that such an attitude is "sort of part and
parcel of our Catholic psychologyand mentality. We
growup just presupposing thatit'sall right to take up
(continued on pageeight)
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FormerchaplainDaveBecker feelsmuchmore ateaseout of
uniformandinto aparishsetting.

says Trident job opposes Gospel
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4e had tried to abandon nuclear weapons
rk before, but only this time was he successOnly this time was he forced to question
v his work affected his relationship with
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Fhompson said he had "no choice but to
gn" after taking to heart Seattle Archbishop
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macy to the activities that go on at the base" and
thinks that legitimacyis what the Pentagon seeks in
placingpriests onthepayroll.
Since the institution of chaplain is basedsolely on
Augustine's doctrine, he argues that the church will
have to reflect on whether it should continue such a

Hunthausen's

challenge

to

yerfi^ consider the nuclear arms issue in
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hearing a voice telling
11 was not amatter of"
do it,' said Thompson. "1
yed for help in making the decision and I

,'This is it

:ss thehelp Ifelt was that staying(at thebase)
very wrongand leaving felt good.

''

''

1consider that an answer tomy prayer.
But prayersdo not pay the bills, and Thompson admittedthat "$163 a week unemployment
with six kids doesn't go very far."He was out of
work for a month and said his financial situationis "stilla mess."
He now workson short-range, surface-to-air
missiles at a Boeing defense plant in South
Seattle. Since the missiles do not have nuclear
tips, this jobdoes not conflict withThompson's
faithbecause heis still a proponent of national
defense.
Only a nuclear pacifist, Thompson believes
that when Jesus gave the commandment to
"turn the other cheek," He was talking about
insult, not bodily harm.
Before, during and after the job transition,
Thompson received ample support from his
family, from fellow parish members at St.
Olaf's Catholic Church and even from former
co-workersat Trident.

"Younever promisedit was going to be easy
when you stoodup for something youbelieved
in," said Lisa,20, hisoldest daughter. John, his
5-year-old son, wantedto get a job to help out.
Thinking back, Thompson said, laughing, "He
saw howmuch weowedingasbillsand said, 'Oh
no. I
could neverearnthatmuch!'
Curiously enough, the support from St.
Olaf's which meant the most to Thompson
—
came from those who disagreed with him
manyof whom work at thebase.
"They talked with me to find out why Iwas
leaving, said they didn't feel the same way,and
yet they still could embraceme as a brother in
Christ," marveledThompson.
Support from the base itself came largely
from the Rev. Dave Becker, formerchaplain at
Trident (see related story). Often a one-man
congregation, Thompson attended Becker's
Mass daily, and the two alsohad many personal
conversations.
He still calls his old office now and then to
"talk with the guys," and he received several
Christmas cards from base employees. He gets
along well with both past and present coworkers but is bothered by some people's
attitudestowardtheirwork
"People who are or who havebeen involved
in nuclear weapons have a defense mechanism," hesaid. "They cannot accept the seriousness of what they're involved
" in so rather they
tellcallous jokes aboutit
He recountedonesuch joke about the Polaris
A-3, a weaponwhich has three warheads,each
forming a separate trajectory. "The first one
comes in very low," said Thompson. "It arrives
first, and that one is droppedover the orphanage,spillingforth candy when it explodes.Then
the second one comes in carrying little trinkets
and jewelry, drawing out-the men and women.
And then a third one—arrives and BOOM it
it's the one with the
wipes them all out
nuclearhead."
"That type of thing you hear often,"
despairedThompson,adding thathe would feel
more comfortablein a job outsidedefense. He
had tried "in earnest" to break into another
field whenheleft the base,but was unsuccessful
because most ofhis experiencelies inoperating
computers for themilitary.
Thompson empathizes with those who work

"

.

.

—

Mchincludes Jean Clark (left) andLucille Cormier (right), providedthe
ded toquit his job at Trident.

with nuclear weapons and recounts the great
responsibility he had felt when working on the
submarines. He saidthat if he had been forced
to launch a nuclear missile, and what he had
done
had finally sunk'' in, he would have
''retreatedinto
insanity.
He saidthat Christians whoopt for remaining
innuclear weapons work basetheir decisions on
fear: "Theotherguy's got the weapon:we can't
give oursup."

When askedhow he, stilla believerinnationThompson real defense,
' answers to that fear,
plied, 'Christ toldus that if we had faiththesize
of a mustardseed, we could move a mountain.
When you do things that are morally wrong for
yourself out of fear, it's a direct comment on
your faith."
Thompson still wavers in his stand on unilateral disarmament and realizes the comment
that makes on his faith. "One moment I'll be
fullof spiritual verveandsay 'Yeah, let'sdo it!'
andif somebody asks me"a halfhour laterI'llsay
'No! Wecan'tdothat.'
He sits onthe see-saw whichnuclear weapons
seem to be forcing many Catholics to ride on.
Some days, he is sailing on air, trusting in the
loveofGod to save the world,and on others, he
comescrashing to the ground,hit hardwith the
realitiesof oppressive governments and aggressive foreignpolicies.
Though his faith is everevolving and his feelings about nuclear arms have gotten stronger,
Thompson does not foresee taking any further
steps, such as withholding taxes or climbing the
fence at Trident.He thinks thatboth are often
judged as irresponsible and he feels it is very
important to maintainhis credibilityin the eyes
ofthosearound him.
"If Ican show people that Iam responsible,
thenmy credibility hopefullyremains intactand
people might possibly listen to what I have to
say." He thinks that Hunthausen may have
damaged his credibility by withholding taxes because some people are now focusing not on his
message,buton his civildisobedience.
As for jumping the fence, Thompson said
that it is simply not a meaningful protest. "1
guess maybe Ispent too much time on the other
sideofthe fence and have seen the reactionsof
peoplethere,"hesaid."That
sort ofprotestis a
—
nuisance to them nothing more."
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Just war:

Theory faces
new questions
by Cindy Wooden
The primitive weaponsused in the fifth century, whenthe
Christian version of the just war theory was born, set the
scene for Christians to legitimate war, but today, many
Catholics are arguing that the theory has outlivedits usefulness in the face of modern weapons, especially since
World War11.
For example,church historianGlenn Hinson wrotein1981
that"the dropping of the first atomic bombnear the war's
end not only wiped out the populations of two cities, but it
also explodedthe most optimistichopes for pursuit of a just
war."
The view that nuclear warfareandthe just war theory are
irreconcilablehas alsobeen in official statements of recent
popes,bishopsandotherchurchgroups.
Thosewhostillholdthe theory,however,argue just as forcefully that 1,500 yearsof teachingthe just wartheory cannot
be simply discarded with a sweep of the hand, and they say
further that they find in attempts to do so a "fundamentalism"oftheleft as disturbing as the fundamentalismof the
right.
Hinson explains that in the last 2,000 years, Christians
basically have taken three stances toward war and peace.
"Only one of these,pacifism, originatedwiththem," he said.
"The other two, the just war theory and the crusade, were
inherited; theformerfromtheclassical world, thelatterfrom
theOldTestament."
The just war theory, which gives criteria for determining
whethera war is ethicallyor morallycorrect,has neverbeen
a defineddoctrine oftheCatholicChurchandhasneverbeen
officially approved by a church council, but the theory has
enjoyeda predominant place in church ethics since the time
ofSt. Augustine.
Someethicians believe that whilethe just war theory has
notbeen formally definedand approvedby achurchcouncil,
the fact that it has been continuously taught by the church
makesitinfallible.
The history ofthe acceptance ofthe theory intoChristian
ethics began after the conversion of the Roman Emperor
Constantinein 312, according to Mennonite Alan Krieder.
Before that time, he says, Christians were forbidden to join
the army.Converts whowere alreadyin the army,however,
wereallowedto stay,but theycouldnotbe officers and they
wereforbiddentokill.
When Constantine converted and demanded that everyoneunder his domain also convert to Christianity,hisentire
standing armybecameChristian. After 312, Krieder argues,
he church's teaching necessarily changed, developing the
just war theory as a way to limit the conditions under which
war could be waged. Monks andother religious, however,
continuedto bepacifists.
Augustineis generallygivencreditfordefiningthe just war
theory in Christian terms, taking the naturallaw ideals of
right to self defense and obligationof anation to protect the
common good from Cicero. Augustine basically held that
"one could killonly in order to aid innocentand defenseless
others whoserights or dignity came underassault." According to theologianJohn Coleman, S.J., "The resort to violencein self-defense,however,wasmorallyunacceptable."
St.Thomas Aquinas gavethe theory clearerdefinition by
providingthe systematic criteriafor the theory. Students in
introductory ethicsclasseslearnthat the theory teaches awar
is justifiablewhenwagedby alegitimategovernment as a last
resort with a sufficient cause and for a just end; when it
produces lessharmthanifit werenot waged;and whenit uses
meansproportionateto theendsandislikelyto succeed.
Philosophers and theologianshave been discussing and
refining the theory for more than 1,500 years. The fully
developedjust war theory attempts to distinguish between
conditions that justify beginninga war (jus ad bellum) and
thosethatjustifythe actualtacticsused inawar(jusinbello).
Theologianshave reasoned that declaration, last resort
and statingobjectivesin a formal manner willensure that a
sufficient amount of discussion and discernmenthas gone
intotheundertakingof warand that thecitizensofallnations
involved wouldunderstandthe "intentions, purposes, grievances andlimitedobjectives"of the war and that there was
nootherwaytoobtain those.
Contemporary just war theologians recognized three
conditions of just cause: protection of self or others from
unjust attack,restorationof rights wrongfullydenied, or reestablishmentof a just order.The criterionwhichcalls for a
hope for success is supposed to ensureagainst "nationalsuicideor hopelessheroics."
Proportionalityunder jus adbellum is not an objective,
specific criterion;it calls for an examinationof the benefits
of war as opposedto whatcould be accomplishedby non-resistanceornon-violentresistance.
The call for right intention rules out most offensiveand
some defensive conflicts. The motives involved cannot
includesheer hatred,nationalexpansionor will todominate.
The jus in bellocriteriahold that "one cannever destroy a
nationorcityin order tosaveit."
Usingthe just war criteria,especiallythoseundertheheadingjusinbello, Colemanis oneofthe theologians whoargues
that a nuclear war cannot be just. "Any adherentof the just
war theory must be anuclear pacifist,"he writes, "because
modern weaponsdo not discriminatebetweencivilians and
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combatantsand no reason is sufficient for destroying whole
cities ornations."
Some argue, however, that if a nuclear weapon is aimed
only at combatants(for example,naval ships at sea during a
declaredwar)the use ofthatweaponcouldbe justified. Once
againthe criterion of proportionalitywould require a judgment concerning the danger of fallout and atmospheric
damagecomparedwith the good achieved.
The bishops of Vatican II under Pope John XXIII and
laterPopePaul VIurged a re-examinationoftheroleof war
andviolenceingloballife, payingparticular attention to the
effectsofnuclear armaments.
But they also went further, arguing thatnuclear weapons
couldnot meet the tests of jus inbello.In "The Churchin the
Modern World," the bishops state, "Any act of war aimed
indisciminatelyat the destructionofentirecities orof extensiveareas alongwith their populationis a crime against man
and God himself." They add, "It merits unequivocal and
unhesitatingcondemnation."
PopeJohn madereferenceto the irrationalityof believing
that nuclear weaponscould be used to promote peacein his
encyclical "Pacem in Terris." "In an agesuch as ours which
prides itselfon itsatomicenergy,"he wrote,"it is contrary to
reason to holdthat war is nowasuitablewaytorestorerights
whichhavebeenviolated."
Even if one could find a reasonable argument to justify

...Today warhas at its

disposal means whichhave
immeasurably magnified
itshorrors...
war, Jesuit theologian Richard McSorley writes that for
Christiansreasonmust beenlightenedby faith.
The just wartheory,havingitsroots inphilosophyand not
faith, is a self-defense theory, McSorley says. "The difference betweenreasonaloneor reasonaidedby faithisthe differencebetweenthe just-unjust war theory and gospelpeacemaking(pacifism)."

McSorley argues further that "God deals with us and we
deal with God in the realmof faith, not reason. Our faith
may be weakand dim, but only by faithdo wereachGod at
all." He says this is seenin "the inability
'' of human reason
alone to preventwarorgiveuspeace.
Realizing that the types of weaponsused at the time of
Augustine and Aquinas did not have the destructive capabilities of modern weaponsalso gives reason for renewed
examination.
Thosewhostillholdthe just war theory is validarguethat
the traditional teachingusing naturallaw ideals of self-defense and promoting the common good have not changed
and that thoseideals apply as much to nuclear weapons as
they didto bowsandarrows.
One ethician says, "Those that say the nuclear bombis
immoral, that'sbaloney.Thenuclearbombis nomoremoral
or immoral thanarifle, gunor a bazooka,or an atom bomb
or a knife.Thosethings are morally indifferent; it'show they
areused."
PaulVIarguedthat thoughts abouttheappropriatenessof

war must change because of the types of weaponsfound in
modernarsenals. Addressing a UnitedNations special session on disarmamentin 1967, he said, "The question of war
andpeace,in fact, presents itself today innew terms.It is not
that the principles have changed.But today war has at its
disposal means which have immeasurably magnified its
horrorsandwickedness."
The Catholic Church's pleas for an end to the arms race
also stem froma beliefthatthe money andresources used for
nuclear productionrightlybelongto the poor.
PaulVl's statement to theUnitedNations wasone of the
strongest. Hedeclared:"The arms race is to be condemned
unreservedly.The obvious contradiction between the wast £
involvedin the over-production of military devicesand the^
extent of unsatisfied vital needs
is in itself an act of
aggression whichamounts toa crime, for evenwhen theyare
not used, by their cost alone, armaments kill the poor by
causingthem tostarve."
The U.S.Catholic bishops laterechoed the pope's sentiments. In their document, "Human Life in Our Day,"
published in 1968, they wrote that military power and
technology do not restore or accomplish peace and they
assert that violenceisnot acure fortheillsofhuman society.
They wrote, "We seriously question whether the present
policy of maintainingnuclear superiority is meaningful for
security. There is no advantage to be gained by nuclear
superiority, however it is computed, when each side is admittedly capable of inflicting overwhemingdamage on the
otherevenafter beingattackedfirst."
The bishopsofVatican IIsaw great disparity betweenthe
increasinglyhuge sums spent on the military andthe escali
ting problems of the world's poor. "The arms race," they
stated, "is an utterly treacherous trap for humanity, and one
whichinjures thepoortoanintolerabledegree."
Coleman's feelings, published in the Winter 1981 issue of
Chicago Studies, are a little stronger. He asserts that "at a
time when responsible economists forecast dismal expectationsfor the developingnations, the current expenditures
for globalarmaments arenothing shortof anobscenity."
The feelingsofthe majorityof Catholics, however,do not
seem to be as intense as Coleman's. Although there is a
growing tendency to condemn particular wars, official
church teachings recognize that war does exist and
sometimesisnecessary.
In "The Church in theModernWorld" the bishops wrote,
"Certainly warhas not beenrooted out ofhumanaffairs. As
longas the dangerof war remains and thereis no competent
andsufficiently powerfulauthority at theinternationallevel,
governments cannot bedenied the right to legitimatedefense
once every means of peaceful settlement has been
exhausted."
J
George Weigel, memberof theS.U. boardof regentsand
scholar in residence at the World Without War Council,
responding to the nuclear disarmament issue and the statementsof ArchbishopHunthausen, inparticular, has also articulatedtherecognitionof waras a"given."
"Identifying the arms race as a moralscandal is a desperatelyneededjudgment.Endorsingoneor another way of
dealing withit is not an act of moral witness, it is a political
judgment. To confuse the two weakens the witnessandcalls
the judgment into question," Weigel wrote in a Seattle Post
Intelligencerarticle.
Weigel's thinking reflects trie thoughts ot many mat
although no one wants war, sometimes it's necessary. He
wrote, "The goal of a thoughtfulpeace effort cannot be to
create a worldofpacifists; sucha worldwillnever exist."

...
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Discussion vs. action— S.U.'s role examined
byCindy Wooden

AcrossBob Jarmick's desk inS.U.s Career Planning and Placement Office comes
one of those questions of values thatis so
prevalentindiscussionsaboutnucleararms.'
It comes in the form of studentrecruitment
notices for themilitaryand for defense-related work, andthe questionitraisesis one that
cutsto theverynotionof what a universityis
about.
Should a Catholic university educate
aboutmatters ofpeace?Shouldit takespecificactionssuchassellingstocks itmay own in
defense-related companies? Should it ban
on-campus recruitmentfor the military?
Or is it first and foremost an independent
place for discussion, a forum for opinions
andcriticalexamination,butnot alaunching
site for socialaction? Over nuclear arms the
values can seem to clash.
Jarmick posts the military notices as he
though he disagrees
would any other
stronglywith thenucleararmsrace andfinds
himself admiring the stance of people like
ArchbishopHunthausen. But hehas not allowedhis personalvaluesto affect his aiding
students to find jobs.
"Inmy jobIcome up against some pretty
heavyissuesbecauseof what wedo; wehave
companies that supportthenuclear arms efthey build the
fort with their resources
weapons or deploy the weapons and we
have all the armed services on campus recruiting, so I'mconstantly inadebateonexactlyhow tohandlethatsituation," Jarmick

—

—

—

explained.
Jarmick,however,doesnot think the solu-

tion lies in barring those companies from
campus, but rather, in educating students
andallowing for anintelligent, informeddebateon theissue. "This is anissuethatneeds
to be debatedand to be considered."
At this point, a question ofvalues comes
upforJarmick. "My personalbelief," heexplained,"isthatourprioritiesin this country
areout oforder way out of order.Putting
ourefforts intopeaceandjustice, rather than
nucleararmaments getssomelip service,but
whenit comesdown to budgeting,themoney
and the wealth of this country and the rethink, are directed
sources ofthis country, I
toward war."
Jarmick'spersonalbeliefs concerning the
prioritiesareverystrong. "I wouldlike tosee
this country take anas aggressive stand towardpeaceand justiceas it hastowarddeveloping nuclear weapons," he said.
However,the role of the university itself
goes beyond beinga place whereindividuals
makepersonaldecisionsonnucleardisarmament to beinga placewhere a widevariety of
socialissues are critically examined,according to William Sullivan, S.J., university
president.
Theuniversity,beingdifferentfromaparish or archdiocese, is a place where critical
examinationtakes place in light of the culture, society and tradition, Sullivan said.
Thenature oftheuniversity as a "houseof
intellect"and also as Catholic increasesits
responsibilities to the community. "We see
ourselves as a university that voluntarily and
exclusivelystandsin theCatholic tradition,",
Sullivan added.

—

If there is an issuethatloomslargeoutside
S.U., he explained,the university cannotignoreit,becausethe university has a "consti-

tuative" relationship to society.
"Ithink werelate to(socialproblems)in a
waywhich fundamentallymeansthe applicationof human intellect and experience and
perspective
to those problems," he said.
'
'Our fundamental natureis tobeaplace in
which the human intellect and the human
spirit andallofitsmanifestationsaregathered together and interact, both in terms of
developmentandintermsof transmission to
another generation."
When deciding what type of response is
proper for S.U. to make to the questions of
nucleardisarmamentandothersocialissues,
itisimportanttoremember thatS.U.isauniversity, Sullivan said.
Relatingto socialissues suchas peace, justice andhumanrightshas tobe done,hesaid,
"by applying to those problems the basic
perspectives of Catholicism."
Approachingproblems byusingreasonis
one ofthoseperspectives Theuseof reason,
he explained,is a part of the Catholic tradition."TheCatholic traditionhas a longhis''
toricalrelation
to the use ofhuman reason,
"
hesaid, and thathas tobeanintegralpart of
a Catholic response to any problem."

.

ing frompayingemployees'taxes to theU.S.
government or examining the university

stockportfoliofor holdingsincompaniesinvolvedin arms production.First,he reasons
thatsuchactionsare not commensurate with
theuniversity's functionand second,hedoes
not see a need to do so.
Sullivanadded, Idonot think the universityrelatestosocial problemsbytakingthose
kindsofactions. Ithink that'strivializingthe
role of the university."
Overthelast20yearsmanyCatholicshave
tended to be uncritical in formulatingtheir
position on issues of social justice, Sullivan
argued,addingthatthe university's function
is toprovidethecritical thinkingnecessaryto
makeinformeddecisionsandnot,as aninstitution, to take specific actions.
"Idonot personallysee theuniversitytaking an ideologicalposition on one of these
issues," hesaid."Individualswithin theuniversity may, but Ithink the universityperformsamuchgreater duty to society whenit
keeps a very broadperspective and when it
remains very, very critical."
It is especially important, Sullivan said,
that discussion take place before action is
considered.Beforeexaminingits stock portfolio,and definitelybefore deciding to sell
any stocks it may own in defense-related

"

Social issues 'ought to be discussed,

dispassionately and passionately by the
students, faculty and administration'
Campus MinisterTerrieWard agrees that
theresponsetosocialissuesshouldbedonein
lightoftheCatholic tradition. "In terms ofa
Catholic-Christian university and particularlyin terms oftherole ofpeople whohold
Christian principles," she said, "I see us
lookingatitinterms ofGospel values which I
seeasrespect forhumanlife and concern for
non-violence and for the commongood."
John Topel, S.J., associate professor of
theology, also thinks the investigation and
research ofsocialissuesmust bedonefrom a
Catholic perspective. The components of
such investigations,Topel said, are "love,
conversion toneighbor,turn theothercheek,
one of long stretches of Christian pacifism
andofjust wartheory.Once these are investigated," he continued, "they ought to be
discussed, dispassionately and passionately
by the students, faculty and administration."
Mike Jones, a pre-med student at S.U.,
and memberofBread for the World, thinks
the university's treatment of those issues
must go beyond discussion. "If you agree
thatnucleararms is bad,it's a madness, that
it's morally wrong,anyplace is a place to act
and todiscuss, whetherit bethe university or
the workplace."
Sullivan doesnot see theuniversity refrain-

companies, the university must determine
that holding thosestocks is immoral, Sullivan said. At this time no such decisionhas
been made. This can be done legitimately
onlyifitis done intelligently,heexplained.It
should not bedone as a response to someone's "pamphleteering."
"Just as the fundamentalist tradition
withinProtestantism has typically taken one
littlephrase fromthe scripture andsaidthis
answersallyourquestions,now Ifindpeople
taking one little phrase from somebody's
pamphlet and saying this answers all your
questions about war, peace, disarmament
and human rights," he said.
Sullivan explained that he believes such
fundamentalismis not part of the Catholic
tradition. "TheCatholic traditionis a very
sophisticatedtraditionandit'sbeen able to
deal with complexities and varieties of perspectives andsomehow or othera lotofthat
has slipped away from us."
TomTrebon, assistant deanofMRC and
an organizer of S.U.s new global studies
minor, agrees that if the university took a

particular stand on the issue, it could be
counterproductive."I'mnot sureit's helpful
thatthe structure of the university take formalstandsonissues. Theuniversity is, above
all else, a forumfor discussion and anytime
youtake a stand on almostanythingyouget
into excluding discussion."
Althoughshe does not seenowas the best
time for the university to take a particular
stand, Ward said "there may be apoint as a
Christianuniversitywhenit willbeimportant
totakeaposition,a moralpositionregarding
the arms race,because it is one ofthe most
crucial questions of our time."
Jarmicksaidthatsome professors oncampus are "right on about havingsome sort of
peace and justice focus on campus, more
thanwe'vehad inthe past. That'spartly our
responsibility,to debate the large issues on
this campusand to really be challengedby
that."
One professor who concurs is John
Schwarz, S.J., who said, "personally as a
historianand a priest,Ifeel Ineed to work
harder on getting at the causes of war and
offering solutions to the threat of war."
Schwarz said the roots of war need to be
examined.He sees thoseroots as being:"unjust distributionof goods;anideologicalwar
betweencapitalismandcommunism; andthe
traditional foreign policy betweenEast and

West."

Groups such as the Union of Concerned
Educators recently begun on campus are a
good first step, Schwarzsaid. "Curriculum
changes will arise out of these (kinds of
groups);it's the responsibility of students
and faculty."
S.U.businessmajorMaryGaudetteagrees
that discussion is important, but like Jones
shefeels the universitymust go beyondthat.
"It can't be just a place of discussion, because discussion is not enough; it has to be
acted out.
"It'snotlike theuniversityhas tosay this is
the answer," she continued. "They should
give various views."Gaudette saidthat althoughshesees some efforts being made, "I
don't think they are meeting that."
Realizing that the university is not a parish, butalso realizing theneed of people to
make visibleresponses to their faith, Ward
said that campus ministry can help fill the
gap."Isee thatasa roleofcampus ministry,
to provideor suggest ways that people can
take concrete action to help people put
their faith into action."
Thataction, however, "needs to be an intelligent, informed advocacy based on
Gospel values," she added.
The discussion versus action dilemmais
very real, according to Jarmick. "I think
thereis some separation that happens when
you're talking about a kind of high and
mightyissuelikenuclear
disarmament.Peo' '
plesay, yes! But whenit comesdowntohaving to sacrificea certainjob for that, I
think
that peoplegive it a second look."
Many people on campus, including students, have begun to look into the disarmament issueandtry to formulatesome kindof
personal stand, Jarmick said. When considering a place of employment, some students do take time forreflection on whether
that company is putting its resources into
nuclear armaments.
Jarmick has spent a lot of time doinghis
ownreflectionon the issue, hesaid,andthen
investigatingseveralareasinorder tobemore
informedwhen students come to his office
wanting to be employedin those areas. His
investigationhas included visiting the naval
trainingbase at San Diego, the ROTC leadership trainingprogram and Ground Zero.
Jarmick saidthatheis glad theissueis being discussedand
thatit must bedoneintelli''
gently. Ithink therehasbeenaneffort being
made,but Ithink moreof aneffort has to be
made."
Inhis job, Jarmicksaidhe does not necessarilymakehis personalpositionknown. "If
peoplecometo meandsay they want to be in
ROTC, they wantto workfor the Air Force,
they want to work on nuclear reactors with
defense, Iwork with them like I would with
any student who is interested in a certain
area.
"Imay not even mentionmy views," he
continued. "Thatmakes me uncomfortable
to say that, and I
don't know why Ido that,
exactly.MaybewhatI
shoulddois say, 'consider it, considerit personally,wheredo you
stand?'
"There's a lotof stuff thatgoes on inthis
issue. I'm not the world's greatest thinker.
Maybe what Icando is just talk to people."

—
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Resistance leads to conflict

Bishop's stand prompts parish discussion
by Kerry Godes

Since Archbishop Raymond Hunthausen's decision to
withhold halfof his 1982 personal income tax in protest of
the United State's role in the nuclear arms race, local
Catholic leaders have been forced to confront the issue in
theirownlivesandintheir parishes.
Increasingdebateover theissueis seenby someas nothing
more than a popularitycontest thatasks the question: "Are
you for Hunthausen or against him?" Others see a real
awakeningand questioningof moralvalues withinthe local
church inresponse to thearchbishop'sstand.

ManylocalCatholic priests saidthat whiletheir parishioners have not voiced opinions or responded to the arch-

bishop's stand in any organized fashion, they feel the reac- in
tionof theparishionerscanbemeasured inanother waybeing
donations to the archdiocesan appeal for funds now
conducted inparishesaroundthe westernpartof the state.
Stanwood,
Rev. WilliamTreacey of St. Cecilia's parishin
the
funds
drive by
goalin
its
parish
has exceeded
said
almost 60 percent. The drive, or the Annual Catholic
Appeal,as it is known, began the first Sunday inMay. Asof
May 21, the developmentoffice announced it had received
pledgesof $2,011,432, which is103 percentofthegoalforthe

his

archdiocese.
The funds willbe used to supportprograms and agencies
in the archdiocese, which serves 360,000 Catholics in 165
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Parishionerssuchasthose whojoinedthe Good
Friday Bethelehem Peace March show the beginningsofan organizedresponse to thenuclear
armsissue.

Manions withhold
taxes as protest
(continued from page four)
into the whole decision process. We realized
they (the IRS) could take action any time
they wanted to, because we've withheld for
overayear."

Ifhe were forced to pay back-taxes,or his
car was repossessed, he would be upset
and have
" the "horrible 'I lost some thing
blues,' Tim says. "But 1 could standthat.
If they wantedto take us to court or to jail,I
would be really upset."
The Manioc believe that the recent increase innuclear arms spending is more than
folly. They believe iigoes against the teachings ofthe Gospel of Christ, and the foundationsofChristianlife.
"We'relayingourselvesat the feetofthese
weaponsand we say, 'Youkeepus safe, you
provide our security, it is you whokeep us
safe.' Well, that's aclassicbiblicalpictureof
idolatry," Tim argues.
He sees the possible results of the recent
stockpiling of military power as "so incrediblethat any wordyou use devastation,
destruction, horror
they've all become
cliches. Maybe that's why the war-gamers
can only talk about it in statistics. It hangs
over us instant by instant, and we can't go
cowerin a hole.1don't want tolive in a world
like that,1 don't want to be''a part of helping
theworldbecomelike that
Practicing tax resistance, he says, is just
one wayhe is attemtping to livecloser to the
teachings of the Gospel. The Gospel has a
realmessage,he feels, concerning the refusal
torespond to violence withviolence.
"How far wouldIbe willing to carry that

parishesandmissions inWestern Washington.
Treaceybelievesthe success ofthe funds drive inhis parish
is "an endorsement of the position of the archbishop,"
explainingthat"the appealwas madefor programsapproved
by the archbishop,so some peoplesaid that they weregoing
to oppose his views by not contributing to this archdiocesan
appeal."
Conversely, a parish priest at St. Anne's in Seattle who
askednotto benamed, saidhefeltthe success ofthe appealin
no wayreflected the feeling of the parishioners.St. Anne's
has exceededits goalby a few thousand dollars, he said, but
only 25 percent of the parishioners actually participatedin
thedrive.
He also commented that a number of parishioners had
informed him that they would not participate in the drive
because they opposethe archbishop'sstand."There's agreat
silent majority out there," he said. "Almost 75 percent of the
peopledid not participate.If only 25 contribute, there's no
wayyou can reach the conclusion that they are supporting
the archbishop."
Most parishes contacted in the archdiocese were within at
least73 percent oftheir goalby May 18, just over two weeks
after theappealwas initiated.
Even ifparishionersseem tobe relatively silent, eachofthe
priestsinterviewedheld a strong, definite opiniononthe subject. All agreed with the archbishop's ultimate aim in
speaking out for peace and disarmament, but several disagreed with the means he is using, his stand for unilateral
disarmament, or withhisuse ofcivil disobedience as ameans
ofprotestingthenuclear armsrace.
A friend and golfingpartner of Hunthausen's, Rev. DesmondMcMahon of Starof theSeaparishinPortTownsend,
saidthat whileheisallfor peace,especiallyinlightofhisIrish
background, heopposes unilateral disarmament.McMahon
calledit "simplistic"and"childish."
"It's stupid to be spending all this money on the military
whensocialprogramsare being cut," he said."I believepersonalprayer and penanceare what'sneeded we're
'' dealing
communists).
withSatanhimself (speakingofthe
These differencesaside, many priests expressedgratitude
forthe leadershipshown by the archbishop,and a great love
forthe man, and said they wereglad to see the issueraisedin
thechurch.

...

ifRussian paratroopersdroppedinmy backbelievein theGosyard?Idon't know. But I
pel that says we must believe in the Father,
believe in each other, be patient, be fornot be
giving, be poor, be powerless
stupid, not be nice, not be naive, but find
another wayof keepingourselves frombeing
afraid all the time. We're afraid of the
Russians; the Russians are afraid of us
whata waytolive.
"Who ismorenaive?" Timasks. "Me, or
the personwho thinks anincredible arsenal
will keep him safe by never being used? I
can'tbuy it."

—

—

One ofthose more vehement inhis agreement withHunthausen's philosophies was Jim McSorley, 0.M.1., of St.
Mary's in Aberdeen. McSorley said he thought the archbishop's stand was "fantastic," and added, "I don't know
why it's taken this long. Idon't "know why the bishops
haven't providedleadershipbefore.
McSorleysaidhe doesn't see Hunthausen asa radical, but
rather as a bishop interestedin the civil life of the people,
"somethingthatjust not done."The archbishophas"broken
withCatholic traditionby questioningthe unquestionable,"
headded.
Only one priest interviewedsaid he hadchosen to take action and follow Hunthausen's leadinresistingmilitary taxes.
"The archbishop's standmade me think," the associate pastorat St. Anne's, Rev. Anthony Haycock, said. "I saw that
he was right and 1endedup doing the same." While he is not
optimistic about the feasibility of a legal peace fund ever
beingestablished for tax resistersto put their moneyin, Haycock feels that something constructive should be done with
the withheld funds. He is giving his tax monies to the
missions in Cape Town,SouthAfrica, hesaid, wherehe lived
and taught for over eight years.
Haycock said hehas not publicizedhis actions in his conservative parish, and,in fact, very few of the priests interviewed said that they had even delivered a sermon on the
nucleararms issue.
One of the few who said he had preachedon the subject,
Rev. Paul Dalton, the associate pastor at St. Michael's in
Olympia, said he focused specifically on disarmamentand
asked the parishionersto make their own decision. He feels
Hunthausen's stand is compatiblewithhis role as bishop. "I
support both his right and his responsibility to make the
stand," he said."The roleof the bishop is to bring peopleto
consciousnessonmoralissues."
— the need for
The priests all agreed on one thing
increasedawareness and discussion withinthelocalCatholic
community.

Rev. Kurt Wuellner, assistant pastor of St. Madeline
Sophie's parish in Bellevue, said, "There can be no more
skirting the issue; weare called to make up ourown minds."
Wuellner alsoadded thathe feelsitis "sinful tobe bumps ona
log" whenit comesto thearms issue.
In Tacoma,Charles Schmitz,S.J., the pastor ofSt. Leo's
parish, said his parish has had to "prayerfully and intelligently dealwithit" since a former pastor jumped the fence at
the Trident nuclear submarine base at Bangor. "That really
brought it into the community,"he said.St. Leo's, the most
active parish contacted, hears speakers on the subject regularly and hasheld prayer vigils at Bangor. One ofthe couples
in the parish had their childbaptizedin front of the gates of
themilitary basethere.
Schmitzbelieves the archbishopisnot asking the peopleto
"lock-step" or fall inline behind him, butrather toreflect on
the moralissues surrounding nuclear arms. "Is it moral to
produce nuclear weapons?"he asked."Is it moralto produce
and use nuclear weapons? Is it moral to produce and not
intend touse them?"
Hunthausen himselfhasurged such reflections.

Becker resigns
as chaplain
(continued from page five)

the sword and use weapons,and to kill our
fellowhuman beings to achieve nationalistic
aims."
Becker thinks thechurchin Americahas
sufferedfrom whathe calls the problem of
assimilation. "We havebeen absorbed into
the mainstreamof Americanlife so that we
can't perceive any distinction between the

difference."

He added that the Pentagon and
Washington, D.C. proclaima "false gospel

of security," trusting in weapons of mass
destruction, and that real security lies in
"trusting in spiritual power,as opposed to
physicaland military power.
"The very thing that we're placingour
trust and confidence in is the very thing
that's going to destroy us," observed
Becker.
Though confident that hehas arealistic
grasp of the imminent danger of nuclear
weapons,Becker doesnotpretendto have all
the answers. He still struggles with the
legitimacy of conventional armies, for
example.The patriotinhim continues tocry
that nations have the right to defend their

ownhomelands.
His only certainty lies in his stand on

nuclear weapons,he says,and his remaining
inner conflicts are reminders of the
complexities in the question of war in the
20thcentury.
Becker has not yet decided whether he
himself will engage in civil disobedience,
thoughhe saidhe wouldif he"saw it as something truly effectiveto thepeacemovement."
For now,
— he thinksheis just wherehe ought
tobe at St.Peter'sas an assistant pastor.

—

—

voiceof thePentagon andWashington D.C.
andthe voice ofChrist.
"I happen to think that there's a vast

.

This reportwas preparedby a specialteamof
four reporters from The Spectator, Seattle
University's student newspaper, with assistance fromGary Atkins, Spectatoradviser.
Copyright© 1982The SeattleUniversity
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Reagan backing 'Jim Crow' policies, speaker says
by BillMcClement

Theinstitutionalizedsuppressionofblacks hasgainednew
strength in America, according to a nationallyprominent
black studiesprofessor.
BarbaraSizemore, whoteaches at the University ofPittsburgh,believes that institutionalizedracism, or JimCrow, as

photoby james bush

BarbaraSizemore

ithasbeencalledby historians,hasreemerged becauseofnumerousReaganadministrationpolicies.
Sizemoresaid that the success of the black political struggle for equalitywill determine whetherblackchildrenattendingpublicschoolsinpoor neighborhoodswillreceiveeducationequalto that received byotherchildren in public schools
inmiddleandupperclassneighborhoods.
Sizemore, formerly the superintendent of Washington,
D.C. schools, was in Seattlelast Friday to address a conferenceentitled"Advocating for Black Children," held at Mt.
ZionBaptist Church. The Minority Student Affairs office
co-sponsoredthe event.
In the 1978 Bakke decision, Sizemore said, the Supreme
Court ruledagainstreverse discrimination, thus halting the
progressblacks hadmadesincethe 1954Brown decision that
moved todesegregatepublic schools.As aresultofthe Bakke
decision,shesaid,JimCrowhasreemerged.
"The court giveth,"Sizemoresaid,"and the court taketh
away."
The Reagan administration, claims Sizemore, further encouragesJimCrow.
Reagan's tax creditproposalfor private schools, shesaid,
will "wean the black middle class away from public
schools," taking potential black leadership out of those
schools.
Public schools inpoorneighborhoodscan becomebetter,
Sizemore believes, with strong administrative leadership,
constant evaluationofteachersand thecommitment to work
for high student achievement from parents, teachers and
principals.
"Nobody," Sizemoreasserted, referring to teachersand
principals,"should be assigned to a low achieving schoolif
he does not believe that black children canlearn." The best
method for developinga goodself-concept in children, she
said,is to teachthemreading,writingandarithmetic.
"Achievement," saidSizemore,
"hasgot tobe the highest
''
priorityfor allthe students.
Sizemorecriticized theinternment of Haitian refugees by
immigration authoritiesunder the Reagan administration.

Drama programs aim small
be smaller; werather insist on it," said Tom
Ward, associate professor of theater at
Western.
He also said that Western's degree
programemphasizestheliberalartsaspect of
the theater rather than the professional
orientation.The other three professors presentedsimilar views, and Peterson referred
to the UPS major as "pre-professional,giv"
ingitsgraduatesa start.
ChapmanreiteratedPeterson'spoint, saying, "I don't think an acting major should
necessarilyprepare someone to go out and
get a job on Broadway.Ithink the test is
reallyhow wellhe or she can do ingraduate
school."
If praise from professors about productionsis any indicationof how wellstudents
willdoingraduateschool,S.U.sdramaprogramhaspassed the test.
"The productionsI'veseenhavebeenchallenging,well performed,"saidWard. "They
were not being done just to pleasesomeone
or to fill a box office. They challenged the
studentsand theychallengedthe audience. I
think that'scrucial."

(continued from page one)
one
ofthe three professors knewof a
Not
school with a successful drama program
derating without a major. Peterson also
questionedhowmuch money wouldbesaved
bystaging productionsonaclublevel.
His department atUPS has20 to 25 drama
majors and graduatedthree peopleintheater
this spring. Now and then, the administrationtherealsoraises thequestionof whether
the university should continue its theater
major,but it has yet to go beyondquestion-

ing.
Inanswer to the inquiries aboutthesize of
thedramadepartment,Petersonrepliedthat
a small enrollmentis simply a given in any
drama school. "There aren't large numbers
oftheater majors eveninthe larger schools,"
hesaid.
Hand in hand with meager numbers of
goupperdivisioncourses heldinvirUy empty classrooms. Even Western
Washington University, which boasts 110
theater majors(alargefigure fordrama),has
fewstudentsenrolledinhigher levelclasses.
"Wedon't expectupperdivisioncourses to

■jors

Thoughtheresultsarestillincomplete,the
committeehas come up with some priorities
sharedby the older students. Since most of
these students have children, full-time jobs
andother responsibilities,Vaudrin said, it is
difficult for them to arrange appointments
with the faculty andadvisers. Also, most of
thecampus facilitiescloseat 4:30 p.m.,anda
lotofthese studentssimply don'thave access
to the services, Vaudrin continued.

..

the 19605, the servicesavailable on campus
havenot changedto supply thespecific needs
ofthese students, according toRees Hughes,
director ofstudentactivities.
The adhoccommittee on non-traditional
studentsis conductinga survey to determine
measure the needs, problems and conrns ofthose whoaren't thenormal"camBut theone thing that clearly stands out is
pus focused" students, Hughes said.
that"ourolderstudents are simplynot aware
The committeemandatedbyKen Nielsen,
of the services that alreadyexist," Vaudrin
vicepresidentforstudentlife,is composedof said, adding that lack of communication
14 students and faculty members.
with these studentsis the chief reason most
S.U.snon- traditionalpopulationincludes
are directedtowardtraditional stureturning women, single parents, students activities
dents.
thathave droppedout for a while, and transSomeof the services non-traditionalstufer students. According to the committee,
dentsaren't awareofincludeorientationfor
54.7 percent of the total undergraduate
populationofS.U.is composedofnon-tradi- new students, the Rewind Program for women returning to school, andtheChildCare
tional students.
Center, Vaudrin added.
One waytodeterminethe problems of the
"With some innovative ways," Vaudrin
non-traditionalstudentsis by working with
said, theuniversity "can make thenon-tradi"sensing groups," interviewing about 100
tionalstudents awareof what already exists
studentsinseparategroups, Donna Vaudrin,
they canchoosewhether they want to take
so
chairperfor
students
and
committee
dean
.advantageof it."
-..-.saidr ■'■'»'«'■*■»

«d

..
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burgh.
"Apartheid,"said Sizemore,"isold-time,old-fashioned,

JimCrow."
Sizemoreaddedthat she thinks Reagan'srecent comment
that racism does not exist in the United States "was just
ignorant." ''
Reagan, saidSizemore, "is the best advocateof institutionalizedracism." Shepointedout thathe wasnever a victim of institutionalized racismand never learnedblack his-

''

tory.

Political changes must occur, she said,inorder for educationalchanges to occur. Sizemoreurges everyblack organization to lobby for a multi-ethnic curriculum. Without a
politicalstruggle,shemaintains,JimCrowgets worse.
Black history,said Sizemore,is neglectedinpublicschools
whileaEuro-Anglocurriculum isrequired.
She noted that in Pittsburgh public schools the history
books do notmentionthe Haitian,Jean-BaptistPoint Sable,
whofounded Chicago.
"Nobody has ever asked me one thing about Chaucer
since Igotout of high school." She said,adding thatshehas
"nothingagainst awell-rounded education, butif youhave
to make a choice [because of too much material],Chaucer
can stay out."
Sizemorealso said that public schools in poor neighborhoodsmust requiremathematics from kindergartenthrough
grade12.
"Not to know it," she said,"is thekissof death" for childrenwhowillbeadultsinthe 21st century.
Minnie Collins, director of the Minority Student Affairs
office, saidthat, inher view,Sizemore"reaffirms myconvictions ofhow the Reaganomicsplanor so-callednew federalism will affect education for all children, most importantly
blackchildren."
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'Non-traditional'studentssurveyed
by Farzaneh Ganjizadeh
While the population of non-traditional
studentsatS U hasincreasedgradually since

Theserefugees,shesaid,becausethey are black, have not received the sametreatment as otherimmigrants.
Sizemore also criticized the administration's establishment of closerties with South Africa. As part of this policy,
she said, a new South African consulateis openinginPitts-
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Cadets discuss role of military on campus,
give personal perspective on program
(continued frompage one)
Rather than contradicting each other,
Roehlsaidshefeels thatROTC classes complement the classes offered in the S.U. core,
giving students a broader education. Like
the ad says: "Youdon'tjust readit in a book,
you live it," so to speak. "I think a lot of it
(coreclasses)is just readingout ofthe book.
You don't really have the opportunity to
apply it until you get out into the career
world. InROTC, they let you applyit right
away."

Dave Millet, asophomoreinROTC, looks

at it another way.It isimportant thatROTC

stay onaChristian campus,he said, so that
military officers will beinstilled with Christianvalues.
"A lot of us (ROTC students) talk about
these things," he said. "We'll be going in as
officers, with a lot of men that we'llbe in
charge of, and with this Christian background, wecan reflect a lotof our views on
themandmaybe shapetheir ways."
But whether these Christian officers will
have any real effect on their comrades in
arms or beable toinfluencemilitarythinking
is "hard to say," Milletconceded."I can'tby
myself totally change the whole military
structure, but if there's enough of us that

DaveMillet

have these Christian backgrounds, we can
have an influenceon thefuture."
Echoing the feelings of other cadetsinterviewed, Milletsaidhe joinedROTCnot only
forthe financialbenefits he didnot apply
for a scholarship the first yearhe was in the
program but also to prepare himself to
defend hiscountry.
"The people who voice these opinions
(about the appropriateness of ROTC on a
Christian campus) couldn't do that unless
there wasa strongmilitary structure here to
protect thatright," hesaid."Ifthere wasn'ta
strong military, I
don't know what, the Russians might be walking through our door
right now."
Roehl said she doesn't see anything contradictory about studying war maneuvers at
a Christian university. In fact, she said, the
military is really around to keep peace. "I
think the military wasvery strict at one time,
and you were taught, you know, 'You'reout
there to fight and kill and see blood.'Well,
that's not the military today. Sure, they prepare you for that, but the better prepared
you are, the morelikely you areto avoid that
situation.
"I don't see anything wrong withtraining
peopletodefend ourcountry,"shesaid.

—

-

Degree review procedure requested
by Brenda Pittsley

In response to the administration's proposalto terminate two degreeprograms,the
faculty senate unanimously requested a set
procedure for future program reviews.
Senator Linda Fitzpatrick,assistant professor intheinstituteofpublic service, complainedthatthe attempt to eliminatedegrees
in drama and adult education was "just
droppedout ofahat withno real priorproce''
dureor warningthatitwasgoingtohappen.
Thesenate will submit theirthree-pointresolution to the administration.
The first pointinthe resolution states that
"procedures be clearly established in advance for how reviewofprogramsconsideredfor termination or probationwillbe conducted."
The second point asks that the academic
council beinvolvedindevelopingcriteriaand
in makingrecommendations regardingpossible programtermination.
The last point requires that "the review

wouldbeholisticincoveringawholerangeof
characteristics including program quality

andcontributionto the university as wellas
quantitative aspects of productivity."
Senator John Toutonghi, professor of
physics, noted that the academic council is
alreadyinvolvedinat leastpartofthereview
of programs,"but they aren't givenenough
time."Inresponsethe senators agreedthatit

isessential thatthe procedureinpointone intimefor programreview.
clude
' a minimum
'Theprocedureneeds
'' toprovideadequate
timefor the reviewer, saidReed Guy, presidentofthesenate andchairmanofthe physics department. "It needs to be madeclear
'
thatweareconcerned aboutthe timeframe.
Fitzpatrickstressed theimportanceofputting the academiccouncil clearlyin theprogramreview process"so that a recommendation(for termination) could not go forward
''
withoutthecouncillookingatthe proposal
The senate was particularly adamant
aboutthecouncil's participationina review
because as senator Steen Hailing,associate
professor ofpsychology,asked, "If the academic council is not centrally involved in
maintaining academic standards andmaintaining thatrolefor the university,then who
is?"
The senate is concerned that the administrationmaybe placing too much emphasis
on howmuch money a programbrings into
the university and too little attention to the
program's quality and contribution to the

'

.

university.

As an example, Toutonghi pointed out
thatdramais thought to beimportant to student life, regardlessof whetherthereare only
a few graduates in the programeach year.
Hailing askedthesenate tolook at an "impossible scenario: What if the academic
councilwent to the administration andsuggested that the university does not need a

particular program even if it was making
money?" The administrators would be
aghast, he said.
The faculty wouldbe more willing to look
intothe productivity of a program,Hailing
said, if "we had more of a sense that there
werepeopleinadministration who werewilling to look at academic quality."
Toutonghibelievespartoftheproblemlies
within the admissions office. The faculty is
trapped,hesaid,inthat theyhave nothingto
sayaboutwhois recruited by the university.
Theadmissions office is spending all their
budget to recruitinspecific high schoolsthat
feed certain majors becauseof the tradition
of those high schools, Toutonghisaid. But
theadmissionsoffice"does not recruit from
high schools that traditionally have a high
number of drama majors."
"We are hired as teachers," Toutonghi
continued, "notrecruiters.Butif the faculty
is going to be punished for having too few
majors, then the department needs to have
some responsibility and some resources to
improve."
At the end of the discussion, the senators
decidedto arrangean informalmeetingbetween Executive Vice President Gary Zimmermanandthe senate executive board on
programreview.
In other business, Gail Nank, assistant
professor of nursing, was elected vice presidentofthesenatefor the1982-83 schoolyear.

Just because she is in the military,Roehl

said, doesn't mean she supports the arms

build-up.But bybeingin the army,she feels
shehasa voicein theissue. "It makes mefeel
better to know that Ican go and try to
change thingsand make this adefensesituationand not an aggressive army. Ithink a
Christian background definitely aids me in
If war were to break out whileshe was in
theservice, LoriOcshner, afreshmanROTC
studentenrolled inthehonorsprogram,sai)
she wouldbe willing to go, but "I'll worry
aboutthat when the time comes," she said.
"Somebody'sgotto do it,like it ornot, and I
chosetodo it."
Thinking about it can, in fact, be very
frighteningat times, as juniorROTCstudent
Maurice Guyant will attest. ROTC classes
and terminologycan besomewhatmisleading,hesaid, whenit comes to applyingclassroom skills inthe field.
"If we just learntacticsand weneverhave
to apply thatout on the field, then you'd go
out thereandsay, 'Gee, we weretold to seize
the objective and eliminate enemy opposition and there'speopleshootingat us!"
That is why leadershiptrainingprograms
and frequent drills are so important to the
program."Before yougo on a missionyoi>
writean operationsorder; this is whatwe're
going to be doingandthis is howeverything
coordinates, and when you're done, you
writea report toyour supervisorandsay this
ishowit wasdone.
"Sometimesit might seem like a bunchof
you saythisis how wegot
secondgraders
to the hill,and Joe shot this guv andhe fell
out ofthe treeand everything, andwe seized
the objective and eliminatedenemy opposition.That getspretty scary sometimeswhen
you think,"'Gee, Ireally don't want to kill

—

...

anybody.'

Above all, the students interviewed said
thatan open mind was necessary in any discussionof the military's placeon aChristian
campus, and that they welcomesuch a discussion.
"Cadets are the ones sitting back and
thinking that they will be going, despite..
who's doing the talking," Guyant said.
"There's a feeling among my classmates
that's something between confusion and
frustration, becauseallofthe peoplewhoare
inROTC have dealt with theissue of ROTC
on a Christian campus. When the paper
came out and said we should kick it out,
there was a feeling and Iknow a lot of
peoplecallitpretty simple but it's us guys
who are inuniform who are
''protecting that
right sopeoplecan saythat.

— —

People certainly have the right to discuss
ROTC, Guyant said, but if they want to

change military policy, they should go to
their political leaders."If the citizensof the
United States don't want it, they can make
that decision," he said. "But the military
can't just dissolveitself."
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discount. Word Dynamics, 3120 Bank of
PROFESSIONAL RESUME ASSISTANCE'
Center'583-° l27'
Callfornia
for students & graduates.I have 5 years
WORK SMARTER,NOTHARDER! EXCEL
experience.Irelate achievement to objecSERVICES, WORD PROCESSING. Disserstatement of
tives & include a personal
qualifications. $15.00 - $30.00 Helen 722- tations, Thesis, Campbell, Turabian, U.W.
7209.
15 yrs. Legal Exp., 130 w.p.m.guar. fast
S.U.,885-1797.
SPEEDY PROFESSIONAL TYPING SER- return.East side, 20 mm.to
VICE. Vera Edwards, 2416 E. Marion. EIECTWc BASS AND PIANO INSTRUCPhone325-7618.
y,ON Traditionaland contemporaryrepDON'THAVE ITTYPED until you've look- ertoires, improvised styles. Beginners
ed into word processing. End the drudg- through advanced. Serious students only,
cry and cost of retyping. Professional re- Bogey Vujikov Esther Wartcov.72«- 8202.
suits at $10/hr. ANAGRAM Word Processing.488-0348.
SUPER TRUCKLOADSALE. New guitars
The perfect band for wedding recep- from $49.95. Folk-classical-electric. New
tions, Sound Murphy, Unlimited. 784- pianos from $1895. Consoles-uprights-4893, mornings. 455-5707, afternoons & grands.MagnumImports Warehouse,1407
132ndNE No 5, Bellevue. 454-5483.
evenings.

Faculty/Staff/Students/Alumni:
If you wishto contribute to a FUND for the
DEFENSE of Dr. DonForan in his lawsuit
against Seattle University's decision to
denyhim tenure,
Send contributions to:
174 Ward

FORAN DEFENSE Seattle, WA
98109
Dick and MaryCarbray, and Joe Martin,Treasurers.

'
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Senate funding contested by executive officers

(The

— a few

by Tim Ellis

last
gasps of the ASSU's budget
nemesisfor the last several weeks
wereexpelledduringlast Monday's meetg when Treasurer Berne Mathison repriandedthe senate for cutting the executive
tard's operatingbudget.
The senate cut the budget last week withit consulting Mathison, he complained,
st before approving the final ASSUbudt. The executiveboard needs thatmoney,
athison said, to cover increased costs for
activities it conducts.
Mathison said that he needed the extra
$200 to operatethe vans next year, because
heanticipateshigheroperatingcosts andalso
because no executiveofficershavecars, and
theymay use the vans.
iast

Several

JeremyGlassy,whorepresentedthe engineeringclubs at the meeting,said that thepicnichadbeenpostponedfor a week,causingit
tobe scheduled closelyto thebanquet.
The senate approvedthe requests, and reports from executive officers followed.
Johnsonreprimandedthe senatefor passing budget requests, like those from the
engineeringclubs, without thoroughlyconsidering them.
"I'm concerned about these bills Ikeep
gettingacross my desk," Johnson said. He
addedin alater interview thathe wasnot suggesting that the senate "didnot researchthe
requests enough," but that they should be
more careful in allocatingstudent monies,
especially for clubs related to academic
departments.
"Tofund over 500 bucks for a picnic
moneyfromtuitionwhich everybodygrowls
about, for a party? C'mon," he said.
Johnson said that he could veto the re-

Four personswerealsoappointedto serve
ona judicialboard by the senate during the
meeting, and theyapproved two budget requests from agroup composed of three engineeringclubs for a picnic and a banquet.
Thefirstcase thenewly-appointedjudicial
board will hearis a protest of the May 12
senatorial elections, in which incumbent
Senator TedScovilleclaims violations to the
ASSUelection codeaffectedthe outcome of
theelection,whichhelostbysix votes. Those
chosen for the judicialboard are Steve Ip,
Jane Mason, Therese Mollerus and Todd
Monohon.
SenatorAnne Jacobbergerquestionedthe
need for two events for the engineering
department that willhappentwodays apart.
She recommendedthat the senate approve
only one event.

...

— if

—

not signit for tendays
he chose. Senior Senator KarlBahm
then strongly protested Johnson's state-

quest,or "siton it"
ment.

"We know youcan do that," Bahm said,
asking what specificallyJohnson was trying
to tellthesenate. Johnson assuredthe senate
thathewasonlysayingit was difficultto sign
bills for events he thought shouldhavebeen
consideredmore.
Johnson then mentioned several issues
which he wouldlike to bring to the senate's
attention. The nursing school is losing
faculty,he said, becausesome faculty membersbelievethepay is toolowtocompete with
otherjobs available.Also, Johnson said that
choosing a new deanfor the school of Arts
andSciences is a matter which the senators
should, as student representatives,begin to
look into andmake suggestions about.
It willprobablytakea year, Johnson said,
"to find another dean for the school."

Scoville claims election
invalid, board to decide
(continued from page one)
Cancelling the primary electionalso did not

affect Scoville's chances more than any

other candidate, Johnson said. He added
that Scoville "had some good points" with
the legal code violations he cited, but said
they were not worth scheduling new elections, because they wouldnot affect the outcome.
rtI
don't think the slip-ups, whateverthey

may have been, wouldnecessarilyaffect the
outcome," Johnsonsaid.

Scoville disagreed, however, saying that
his protest is justified"because there was
''
suchaclosevoteamongthetopcandidates.
The "slip-up," resulting in the voting
places opening late and closing early, was
caused by some scheduling problems of
Sigma lota,a club contracted by the ASSU
Jeff McDowell

Photo bY James bush

Campus ministßy would
like to thank All the Jesuits
who have Been celeßßants ano
who have woßkeo with uson
our pROQRams this yeaß. A
special thanks to stuoent leaoeßS of all pßoqßams ano to the
Aovisoßy BoaRO ano teßßie
WaR6, Bob OuPPoro, S.J., Oan
Schutte, S.J., niR. Tim manion,
Joan haßte, O.p.

Resident director leaving
to study on East Coast
faultyheatingsystems,brokenelevatorsand
doors with broken locks.It's hard on both
After three years as resident director of me and the studentswhen they're freezingor
Campion Tower, Jeff McDowellis leaving don't feelsafe," he said.
S.U.
Since his arrivalhere, McDowellhas seen
McDowellisreturning to theEastCoast to significant changes in Campion. For one
for his doctorate in education at Co- thing, the dormhas becomemuch cleaner.
lumbiaUniversity.
Also, more activities have been brought to
Looking back over the past three years, the dorm, activities such as lectures, dances
McDowell said whenhe first arrived "there andmovies.
were problems in the hall. People didn't
McDowell said programs are of better
understand the concept of a residence hall quality
thanin previousyears,butadded, "I
and didn't want
'' to live here, and the dorms wished for more money to do more prolacked unity, he recalled
grams."
He is especially proudof the fact thatthis
Asked if he'd learned anything from his
has changed dramatically since he's been experience, McDowell replied he
hasn't
resident director. McDowell said when he "learnedany specifics, but the best
part is
first beganhis job,peoplemovedout of the taking whatIpreviously learned ingraduate
dorms all the time. Now, "fewer peopleare schoolandapplyingit.Andyes,it turnedout
leaving,"he said.
expected."
as I
McDowell is also proud of his role in
McDowellsaysheloves Seattle,but "New
developingR.A. staffs, "who'vemade
frus- York has otherthings tooffer which Seattle
''
trationsa loteasierto dealwith
can't. Ithink it's harder to liveinNew York
McDowellsaidhe facedvarious problems and life needs some difficulties. Icertainly
as resident director, the major one being plan to visit, but right now Iprefer theEast
physical facilities, such as Coast."
by Kerry Hofeditz

.

.

KOKEB RESTAURANT
926 12th Aye.

322-0485

Ethiopian and American food
Open6Days per week,
Closedon Sundays.

""""""""""""""""""""""""a
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"

:

tostay at the votingplacesandcheck student
I.D. numbers. But, according to Kay Isaacson,co-president of Sigmalota,thearrangement was "real tentative," and club members weren't sure whether they would be
workingat the votingplacesfor twodaysbecause theprimary wascancelled.

"[Theelection] wasreallykind of thrown
together,"Isaacsonsaid."Ithink we should
have been better informed." She said that
scheduling conflicts kept Sigma lota members awayfromthe votingplaces "until alittle after eleven." But, she added, "ASSU
people were there
and it was going full
"
force. Whenit wasapparent thatthe voting
places weren't open, Wise hadasked some
ASSU senators to temporarilystay and collect student votes.Isaacson saidthat Sigma
lotahad only beentold to stay at the voting
sitesuntil6p.m.,not 7 p.m.as publicized.

...

HKSHI

Coupon """""""""""""""""""""""""»"

DIMENSIONS j

1118East Pike Street

324-3334
Comer of12th &EPike

1424 NW 56th
784-7997
1Blk Nof 15th & Market
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-

8* thm Friday 10AM 7PMl
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Complete withhaircut

Guaranteed
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ValiduntilJune15th
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Coach reviews season, problems
—

powerfor us guys thatcan hit the ball out
of the park,"he said.
plan
season
a
to
put
just
anything
Tsoukalas
his
first
more
than
else.
I
have
Bill
finished
strengthening
There were some players returning that
programfor
as coachoftheS.U.baseballteamafter afew
somepeopleona
had good years, such as the catcher, John
years as an assistant coach here. Tsoukalas next season."
Kokesh. "John is a strongperson physically
feels that to improve the baseball program
When asked to evaluate himself, Tsoufrom
andhis maturitycame withhis responsibility
support
next
the
team
needs
year
for
kalas said,"IthoughtIdid a goodjobat getboth the students and the administration. ting the team prepared to play baseball. I and leadership.Stu Iritanialsohad a great
year and split first base chores with Gary
"It would be nice to have the students and think that the teamactually,at the beginning
Zender, who willalsobeback next year. We
players
the
others out to support us. Maybe
'
stagesofthe season, playedvery well.We got
had
a walk-on freshman Mark McDevitt,
more,
a
little
he
said
respond
bit
would
off to a good start, winnning two of four
whoplayedthirdbaseand had thehotbat at
The team playedthe firstmonthofthe seagames.Thosetwo winswereagainst teamsin
the end of the seasonand may have led the
sononthe roadandplayedtheirhomegames
our district and the two losses were against
team in RBIs. Mike Rotunna was someone
locations,
noneof which are
at four different
the turningpoint of the
teams,
fielders." Maybe two that could supply
within five miles of campus. "It has madeit NCAA was thebut
doubleheader with Whitseason
difficult; thereis always goingto be abarrier
power for us guys that can hit the
some
worthCollege. We lost two one-run games
ball out ofthepark,"hesaid.
because we do not have a home facility. I
and thatkind of took the wind out of our
a pitcher, had control problems most of the
think it is something the university has to do
sails."
season and by the end ofthe seasonpitched
something about. They have to make adecireturning
will
be
Nextyear,
the
Chieftains
with
us.
would
confidence and pitched a complete
they
sion on what
can do for
It
20 players from this year's roster. Tsoukalas
game against Eastern OregonState College.
really help our programif wehad our own
would liketo addthree pitchersand twoout- We have thelookof agood nucleus for next
field.Idon't care where it's at; it could be
near school,inBallard, inBellevue, or even fielders. Maybe two that could supply some year."
by Terry Berg

and consistently.It was a matter of strength

'

.

—

inTacoma."

A home field, Tsoukalas believes, would
help the playerslearnthe characteristics of a
field; that should add some wins to the win
column."At this year's home gameswewere
like visitors because we weregoingonafield
basically for the first time, so wedidn'thave
anadvantage."
Tsoukalas, whoworksfor the Seattle area
Boy's Clubs of America, felt that this year's
8-26 ball club did not come close to their
playing capability. "I was not sure at the
thoughtthat wehadmore ability
begining; I
than we realistically showed. Imay have
been too optimistic, basing that on the
potentialthat we felt our seniorshad.Some
havebeen with theprogramfor a few years
have anyone that came out with a great
year."
The teamsthatS.U.faces this seasonwere
mostly those with large programs offering
scholarships. TheS.U.players, on the other,
hand*, did not playup to their potential."I
don't think that theydid, but the things thatI
saw werenot so much that we did not have
the same skills as other schools in doing the
job, but wereallydidnot have the authority
thatother teamsdid.When we hit theballwe
did not hit it as far or as hard as the other
teams.We alsodidnot throw orpitch ashard

BUlTsoukalas

Lucey's article on sports reassessment published
— travel—
studentfollowing,andeven that"_
Besides increasinginflation
Kevin
important
minimal.
and salaries cited the
by

team

McKeague

Greg Lucey, S.J., vice-president for universityrelationsandplanning,haswrittenan

articleentitled,"Athleticsand Academics:A
Case Study in Reassessment," in which he
discussesanoverview ofthedecision to drop
to alower
thesports programfromDivisionI
division. Hisarticlehas beenpublishedinthe
new book, "The Governance of Intercollegiate Athletics."
Lucey statesthat "this article is writtenin

thehopesofprovidingassistanceforthoseof
youwhoare,or maybe,reviewingtheform,
function, andrelevanceof yourinstitution's
athletic programinrelationto your school's

mission and financial constraints."
In the 19505, S.U. gainednational attention through a very competitive basketball
programof whichElginBayloris perhapsthe

best-knownproduct,accordingtoLucey. By
the19705, he wrote, the athletic programwas
not paying its own way and, by 1979, its
rapidly escalating deficit was becoming a
major financial problem.

as

most

andthe need to comply with TitleIX ofthe
Education Amendmentof1972, the university lacked a spectator facility for its No. 1
sport basketball. Therefore, homegames
wereplayedfour miles from campus at Seattle Center.This so affected student attendance that, by 1980, "it wasestimated that
only 4 percent of the students attended
home games," Lucey said.

—

Lucey alsonotedthatS.U.andotherPuget
Soundareaschoolshavebeen forcedto compete withprofessionalsports teams, such as
major league soccer, basketball, baseball,

and football. This competitionhas caused a
declineinhigh school and collegegame-attendance figures in the last few years, he

stated.
A growinglack of interestand participationonthepart ofstudentsintheathleticprogramwasanother important factor inS.U.'s
situation. Hepoints out thatmen's basketball was the onlyprogramwhich seemed to

attractsome

was
"Thereseemed to be asense of alienation
betweenthestudent body andthosestudents
participating in the athletic program,"
Lucey stated. "Full-scholarship students
whocame toS U toparticipateintheathletic
programbecame increasingly interested in
gaininganentreeintoprofessionalcareers in
athletics rather thaninattainingan academic

..

education."

A final factor for consideration cited by
Lucey wasthatother departmentsofthe uni-

versity were also experiencinginadequacies
intheir funding Thisraisedthequestionas to
whether other educational and academic
programs should be deprived of adequate
fundingin orderto maintaintheathletic program,whichwas operatingat anevenhigherp>
level of funding.
Under thesecircumstances, Lucey stated,
a task force was established "to review the
athleticprogramto determine what the role

.

(continued on page twelve)

Inexperience costly, say men's and women's top seeds
by Kevin McKeague

Both are seeded No. 1in S.U.s men's and women's
tennis teams; both were voted Most Valuable Player by
their teammates;andbothare returningnext season Woe
to theopposition.

.

The "boths" refer to the women'stop seed,SamRobinson, and themen's, Joe Bedoya.
Althoughboth teams suffered dismal seasons,Robinson and Bedoya remain optimistic about next year.
"We'll be starting at a higher point," stated Robinson.

1
thanthis year,andeveryone
'We'llhavemoreexperience
''
willhavemoreskills, she added.
"Since we do have a young team, everyoneis returning," saidBedoya. "The team being as dedicated as they
are, I'll guarantee our record willbe better next year."
Bedoya says that the players have the potentialto work
hardand are willing to put out 100 percent in gainingthe
experiencethatisneeded to becomegoodplayers.
According to Robinson, the one weakness on the women's team was inexperience.Except for TheresaGuzman,everyonewasintheir firstyear
Bedoya tends to agree.He said that thebottomplayers
withlittleexperiencefound out whatit'slike to playcompetitivetennis.
They did,however, stay together as a team, andalong
with the hard work they enjoyed themselves at matches
and road trips. "Being together is one thing,"
" Bedoya
said,"but working asateamis another story.
coach,
This statement best describes the style of their
BillThompson, who, according to Bedoya, always backedthe team up 100 percentand,despite the losing season,
put just asmuchenthusiasm intohis coachingas before.
Robinson also cited the willingness to improve as a
abigimmajor strength for the women's team.
' She notedcomments
said,
heard
in
the
and
'We've
team
provement
'
on howmuchwe'veimproved
Robinson, who hails fromEnterprise, Oregon, stated
thatshereally enjoyedtheseason. "Ienjoyedplayingthis
year underareally goodcoach[NancyCurfman] whoI've
learned a lot from, and I'm looking forward to next
year."
Bedoya, whohas had thehonor of playingwith Jimmy
Connors andMartina Navratilova^ saidheis indebted to
hislong-timecoach,Shigesh Wakida. "Iowe100 percent
to him." he pointedout, "but as they say, whenyougo

on,you meet new coaches; Billhas helpedme a lot with
thinking on thecourt, andplayingsmarter and aggressive

tennis."

With both MVPs returning, be expectinga "100 percent"turnaround.

.

.'

SamRobinson

by james bush
Jpeßedoya Photo*

B Student Union Building 2nd Floor

I

Office Hours 10:00 am to 4:30 pm
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The time is getting near!

I

I

Get your tickets at the ASSU ticket

I

I

I
I
I

booth for the SENIOR BREAKFAST

Also,
week
2nd.
This
is
the
last
June
don't

*
*
forget the Senior Party the same

I
I
I

night at the Nippon Kan Theatre,

I

I

628 So. Washington, near Chinatown.

I

I

Seniors FREE!!

I

ASSUFILM OF THE WEEK

II
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I
I

Wednesday, May 26, 1982 at 7 p.m.
Pigott Auditorium

"BARRYL YNDON"

I

I

I
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Spring quarter grade reports will be
mailed to students' home addressed June 10.
Students whowish to have their grades mailed
elsewhere must fill out a temporary address
change form at the Registrar's office before
leaving campus.

today
Soccer players past and present, and all
interested in playing next year will meet at 3
p.m. in the Connolly Center conference ronm
toplan for next season.

Breadfor the World, a campus group affiliated with the national citizens' lobby which
addressed hunger issues and supports progressive social legislation is planning a membership
drive. Students and faculty members join the
parent organization and meet on or near
campus during the year for their owneducation
and action projects like the regional Bread for
theWorld Conference held here in April. Watch
for the tables near university dining areas.
Membership is $15. Members receive monthly
newsletters and in-depth background papers
on hunger issues. For more information contact,Joan VanDyk at 626-5491 or Don Foran at

AlphaKappaPsiwill holdits business meeting today at noon in Upper Chieftain Conference Room.

Persons needing help with resumes, interviewing and job hunting should plan to
attend the special afternoon session from 1 to 3
p.m. today at the Career Planning and Placement Office. Studentsplease call to let us know
when youplan toattend.
The last large group meeting of Christian
Fellowship forthe quarter will be held at 8p.m.
in the Chez Moi. Margie VanDuzer will be the
speaker.

626-6797.

Career Planning and placement will offer a
career assistance session from 1 to 3 p.m. in
the career planning and placement office.

for transfer to S.U. only if two copies of the
transcript areon file with the Registrar's office
byDec. 1, 1982. To be accepted for transfer,
credits earnedat other colleges must be a grade
of D or higer. A failing grade at S.U. cannot be
removed by repeating the course elsewhere;
course requirements can be met and the repeated coursecan be accepted for.transfer, but
no change will occur in thestudent's S.U. grade
point average. Credits from two-year community colleges are acceptable toward freshman and sophomore years only. Once a total
of 90 quarter credits (all college work
combined) is completed, nomorecredits will be
accepted from a two-year community college.

Summer session credits will be accepted

The film, "War Games" will be shown from
1 to4p.m.in thelibrary auditorium.

27

photobytimhealy

MikeBiehnrehearses for theKSU news show, which will premiere June 4
at 10 a.m.inTabard Inn.The hour-long newscast is aclass project for Jour-

Another career assistance session will be
heldin thecareer planning and placementoffice
from1 to3p.m. today.

Open mike night begins at 6:30 p.m. in
Tabard Inn.
The Career Planning and Placement Office
will helpstudents withresumes,interviewing
and job hunting today from 1 to 3 p.m. The
office is located on the second floor of the
McGoldrick building. Students are asked to let
theoffice knowwhen theyplan toattend.

28
The Northwest Law Institute, in cooperation
with S.U., presents a film and mini-seminar,
"Crisis in Corrections
A time for alternatives," 1 p.m. in Banna auditorium. Admission
is free,everyoneis welcome.

—

A Tio Pepe Cuisine dinner and dance
featuring LatinAmerican foodandmusic willbe
begin in Tabard Inn at 7 p.m. Admission is $2
which does notinclude dinner.

The intramural banquet with guests,
ManieTuiasosopo from the Seattle Seahawks
and Tony Vantrella from KOMO-TV News will
beheld in the Campion dining roomfrom 6 to8
p.m. Costis $6 or six SAGA coupons andreservations must be made by noon May 27. For
reservations or information call 626-5305.

31
Memorial Day

S.U. sports program revised
of intercollegiateathletics should be at

S.U."

According to Lucey, the task force was
chargedwiththeresponsibilityof examining
thoroughlyallaspects ofathletics atS.U. in
light of its stated educational mission, the
context of fiscal constraints, regional economic and demographic projections, and
relatedissues in higher education.
The charge was expressed in terms of an
investigationof three options: 1) continuationof Division Icompetition, 2) continuationofintercollegiateathletics butat a level
less than NCAA Division I, or 3) discontinuation ofintercollegiateathleticsandthe
adoption of a "life-sports" program of instruction andintramural competition.
Lucey said that withthe exceptionof those
surveyedby the TomahawkClub(an athletic
booster club)there wasa strongpreferencein
the university community to discontinue
participation in Division I.
"On the other hand, there was a strong
desire amongboth students andalumni for
some kind of intercollegiateprogram," he
stated. "Amongboth of thesegroups,more
favored Division IIthaneither Division I
or
sports."
intramural-life
'
Headded, 'Theseresults wereinterpreted
to mean thata majoritywantedto have both
participatory and spectator intercollegiate
sports at an affordable level."

The article continues to explain that

The gay/lesbian student organization of

Seattle Central Community College is seeking
the works of community artists and craftspeoplefor exhibition and sale at the "Gay Arts
Festival '82" celebration, being held at the
Broadway PerformanceHall andon thecollege
lawn. The festival willrun June4 and 5, andis
freeand open to thepublic.

30

General admission is $4, and students and
senior citizens willbe admittedfor $2.

"Performance Evaluations: How to

Conduct Employee Review Sessions." is
the focus of a one-day workshopbeing offered
by S.U.'s office of continuing education on
May25from9 a.m. to4:30p.m.

29

Marie Balagno Lundquist will give a piano
recital at 8 p.m. in the Campion Chapel.

(continued from page ten)

etc.

-

A film andseminar, "Crisis in Corrections
A Time for Alternatives," will be held in the
Bannan Auditorium at1 p.m. Admission is free.

The senior year must be spent in residence;
that is the final 45 credits of university work
must be completedinclassesat S .U.
Itisadvisable to present the coursedescriptio
from the catalog of the other school to the
dean, department head and/or Registrar to
determine if it is acceptable for transfer to a
degree programat S. U.

Fragments. S.U.'s literary magazine, will be
coming out shortly. Watch foritl11

I GRADUATES!!! I
ITake

your commencement
Ihome with youon video tape,

I

I

among those whospoke at the open forums

or wrotelettersexpressingstrongsupport for

continuation of Division I competition,
"Thereappearedtobeconsiderableduplicationbetweenthesetwogroupsand the TomahawkClub membership.Inall, atmost 300
persons voiced strongsupport for the continuationof Division Icompetition."

AccordingtoLucey,thetaskforcesubmitted their final report to William Sullivan,
S.J., university president,March 31, 1980.
Based upon the task force's recommendations, Sullivan, in turn, wrote a synopsis of
thereport,added his endorsement,andsubmitted the information to the Board of
Trustees. On April3, 1980, the trustees formally adopted the recommendationssub-

mitted.

LSAT MCAT " GRE
C^3
GRE PSYCH GRE BIO " MAT
"

"
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IKurt Blume Videography will be taping I
I
theentire ceremony in living color.

IYou and your school will be highlighted I
Ionanedited tape foronly $50.00.

—

Test Preparation Specialists
Since 1938
For information. Please Call:

■—

632-0634

1

ISign up now in the ASSU office. A $25.00 I

Ideposit is required by Wednesday June I

I Don't wait until ifs too late, I
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KAPLflN
£3fa*£M
EDUCATIONAL CENTER

I

If you have any questions call

I

Kurt Blume at 525-4108.

I

